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rsUltrasonic transducers are used in many fi elds of daily life, e.g. as parking aids 

or medical devices. To enable their usage also for mass applications small and 
low-cost transducers with high performance are required. Capacitive, micro-
machined ultrasonic transducers (CMUT) offer the potential, for instance, to 
integrate compact ultrasonic sensor systems into mobile phones or as disposable 
transducer for diverse medical applications.

This work is aimed at providing fundamentals for the future commercialization of 
CMUTs. It introduces novel methods for the acoustic simulation and characteriza-
tion of CMUTs, which are still critical steps in the product development process. 
They allow an easy CMUT cell design for given application requirements. Based 
on a novel electromechanical model for CMUT elements, the device properties 
can be determined by impedance measurement already. Finally, an end-of-line 
test based on the electrical impedance of CMUTs demonstrates their potential 
for effi cient mass production.
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Editor’s Preface

Currently, ultrasonic (US) transducers are gaining more and more importance in many fields

of technology, in particular in biomedical engineering and non-destructive evaluation. How-

ever, they still show some disadvantages. For example, it is difficult to monolithically in-

tegrate them with CMOS integrated circuits for control and read-out purposes. They often

utilize environmentally unfriendly, lead-containing PZT (lead zirconate titanate) and the fab-

rication is expensive and complex.

Capacitive micromachined US transducers (CMUTs) seem to be a promising alternative be-

cause they can easily be manufactured with silicon CMOS process technology by using

sacrificial-layer techniques. By that, it is possible to fabricate US arrays with large numbers

of elements. However, even though CMUTs have been proposed already 20 years ago, they

could not make the commercial breakthrough yet. Besides the development of appropriate

fabrication technologies, this is mainly caused by deficits in the design process, the deter-

mination of optimum design parameters and the still lacking wafer-level characterization of

CMUT arrays.

This work now turns towards these deficits by analyzing the whole product development

process of CMUTs and by developing solutions for critical steps. This regards, for instance,

(a) the design, simulation and optimization of CMUT elements, (b) the evaluation of relevant

acoustic parameters already in the fabrication process, and (c) the development of an efficient

end-of-line test procedure.

In this way, the present work does not only deal with demanding scientific and technological

issues but provides important contributions for a possible future commercialization. For that

reason, I feel confident that this volume of the book series ‘Dresden Contributions to Sensor

Technology’ will earn that amount of kind attention it really deserves.

Dresden, April 2017 Gerald Gerlach



Abstract

In this thesis, simulation and characterization methods for capacitive micromachined ul-
trasonic transducers (CMUT) useable for application development are shown. A nonlinear
simulation model for CMUT cells is implemented, which allows to find the best CMUT de-
sign by a genetic optimization procedure. For the verification of fabricated CMUTs against
simulation results and specification sheets, acoustic measurement procedures for the char-
acterization of CMUT cell designs are developed. They are based on decoupling the sound
field from the individual cell characteristics to measure the send- and receive sensitivity of
CMUTs. Another possibility to assess the acoustic characteristics is the electrical impedance
measurement. A nonlinear analytic model for the electrical impedance of CMUT is invented
and used for design evaluation. A wafer level test procedure for an end-of-line quality assur-
ance based on electrical impedance measurements closes the loop from simulation to fab-
ricated CMUT. The thesis finished with further ideas for improving the CMUT technology
and measurement procedures.
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THE development of ultrasonic transducers has over 100 years of history initiated by Paul
Langevin in 1914 with the US patent application [CP23]. Langevin described a mechan-

ical pistonphone to generate and a hydrophone to sense ultrasonic waves to detect obstacles
under water. Nowadays, the use of ultrasound has become an established technology in vari-
ous applications in industry and medicine as well as in everyday life. Nondestructive testing
(NDT), medical sonography or parking aids are just a few examples for systems based on ul-
trasonic transducers. The optimal transducer technology and design depends on the specific
application case and ranges from large single elements for ultrasonic welding or distance
measurement to array transducers including hundreds of individually controllable elements
with a total size of less than 1mm2 for intravascular ultrasound (IVUS).

The construction of array transducers enables the use of beamforming technologies, which
allows to electrically steer and focus the ultrasonic beam generated. This is the basis for
ultrasonic image acquisition as it is used in medical sonography or NDT. The attainable
spatial resolution is increased by reducing the wavelength of the acoustic waves and at the
same time reducing the pitch of the transducers’ array pattern.
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The fabrication of such devices is challenging. Commonly, they are built from piezo ceramic
or piezocomposite materials which require a very high effort in cutting and assembling the
individual array elements. With this technology based on piezoelectricity, it is possible to
assemble probes for operation frequencies up to 25MHz using bulk technology. However,
in spite of already being medical sonography probes a mass product and available from
several manufacturers, its price is in the range of 10,000 $ per unit [Hit13]. This fact can be
transferred to other applications as well.

The development of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) started in the second half of
the 20th century. In the meantime, many commercial MEMS sensors are available and sold as
mass products. Honeywell Inc. introduced a MEMS microphone in 1986 [Roy+83], which
is further advanced and became a successful MEMS sensor sold by several big suppliers
today. A MEMS microphone is a capacitive sensor, which is based on two electrodes facing
each other. One of the electrodes is constructed as a thin moveable membrane, which can be
deflected quasi-statically by an incident sound pressure wave. The displacement induces a
change of the sensor’s electrical capacity, which can be converted into a voltage signal.

This principle was adopted by Haller in 1994 with a difference in design of the moveable
electrode [HK94]. The idea of actuating the movable electrode in its mechanical eigenmode
allows to realize a capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer (CMUT). This method of
fabricating ultrasonic transducers offers the generation of high-resolution array elements as
cheap mass product.

In comparison to transducers based on piezoelectricity, with its 20 years of development,
the CMUT technology is still young and waiting for its break-through. Therefore, not only
a stable and reliable fabrication technology, but also the efficient acoustic simulation and an
advanced (end-of-line) testing of CMUT devices are key factors for the successful commer-
cialization in products. Within this thesis, methods and tools have been developed, which
support the full process from an initial CMUT design to an end-of-line check before product
delivery. The aim is also to reduce the gap between CMUT manufacturing in an academic
research center and line production in a commercial MEMS foundry.
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1.1 Structure of this Thesis

The aim of this thesis is the advancing of acoustic simulation and characterization procedures
for CMUT, which are essential for product development and fabrication. This comprises
three main topics addressed within this dissertation:

1. Design simulation and optimization prior fabrication

2. Acoustic characterization and validation of processed CMUT chips

3. Quality assurance by end-of-line testing in production

Figure 1.1: General procedure of the CMUT product development process and assignment
of contributions within this thesis.

In figure 1.1 these steps are mapped to the full product development process. Before address-
ing these topics in detail, the thesis concludes chapter one with an overview on the recent
state of the art (section 1.2).
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In the Chapter 2, a detailed explanation of the operation principle of a CMUT is provided.
It describes all effects, which are necessary to understand the content of the further chap-
ters. Additionally, the underlying CMUT fabrication technology is introduced, because all
simulations and measurements are performed on CMUTs fabricated in this process.

Chapter 3 briefly explains models for the acoustic simulation of CMUTs and its usability
in the CMUT design process. Especially for the desired use-case of finding the best CMUT
cell design for a given application and fabrication process, a hybrid simulation model is
developed. It allows the nonlinear electro-mechano-acoustic simulation in conjunction with
an appropriate optimization algorithm.

The send- and receive sensitivity are identified in chapter 3 as the decisive parameters to
describe the transfer characteristics of a CMUT cell. However, no measurement procedure is
available for the exact measurement of both parameters for a single CMUT cell (design) in-
dependent from the arrangement of multiple CMUTs. Chapter 4 shows a method to separate
the send- and receive characteristics of a single cell from the sound field using a correction
factor. Based on this approach, measurement procedures and results for the send- and receive
sensitivity of CMUTs are shown. Based on the measurement results, suggestions for the op-
timum drive and receive signals of the analyzed CMUTs are derived. Also, the equality of
the CMUTs within a transducer is analyzed based on sound field measurements.

Acoustic measurements (in immersion) allow the determination of the characteristics of a
CMUT in an application related manner. However, they are very time-consuming and only
applicable if the CMUT is already packaged. Chapter 5 presents a novel nonlinear analytic
model for the electrical impedance of CMUT (measured in air), which allows to investigate
the characteristics of a CMUT cell and compare its acoustic performance. The model is
also utilized to the measurement setup, as the impedance of a CMUT strongly depends on
the measurement procedure and parameters. For an end-of-line check in fabrication with
the ability to test every CMUT array element, a wafer level test procedure is developed.
The result is a quality factor assigned to each CMUT element using a design independent
methodology based on a correlation matrix.

In chapter 6, ways to further improve CMUT transducers are demonstrated. They include the
construction of mechanically interconnected CMUTs to improve the acoustic performance of
individual cells, a novel acoustic test procedure on wafer level, a combination of CMUT and
piezoelectric based transducers for using the advantages of both technologies and a CMUT
transducer designed especially for acoustic spectroscopy.

Finally, an outlook and a conclusion completes the thesis in the last chapter 7.
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1.2 State of the Art

1.2.1 CMUT Technology and Product Development

In 1994, the first functional CMUT device has been presented by the group of Khuri-Yakub
in Stanford [HK94] using surface micromachining techniques. The same group also intro-
duced a way of fabricating CMUT by wafer bonding [Yon+03]. Both technologies differ
significantly in the fabrication processes and materials used, but result in the same basic type
of MEMS structure.

Since the first device has been shown in 1994 [HK94], research activities on CMUT started at
many other places in the world. 2D CMUT arrays including a CMOS drive and receive am-
plifiers form the recent state of the art. In 2013, the team of Khuri-Yakub presented a 32 × 32
2D CMUT array for volumetric imaging including drive and receive electronics as integrated
circuits [Bhu+13]. The CMUTs are fabricated using a sacrificial release process and oper-
ate at 5MHz center frequency. Researchers at Technical University Denmark in cooperation
with BK Medical are recently working on volumetric imaging using row-column-addressed
CMUT arrays [Chr+15]. The group of Degertekin from Georgia Tech demonstrated a single-
chip CMUT-on-CMOS for volumetric intravascular ultrasound [Gur+14] with two annular
CMUT arrays: one with 56 elements for transmit and a second with 48 elements for receive
operation.

Besides from academic research, Vermon [Tes+06] and Samsung [Kim+12] are two exem-
plary companies currently working on CMUT technology. Nevertheless, the step to com-
mercially available products based on CMUT is still to go. Hitachi developed a probe called
‘Mappie’ in 2009 [Hit09]. However, it is not sold on the international market. Hitachi did
continue the development and recently announced a novel CMUT probe for cardiovascular
use in [Mas15].

In conclusion, CMUT technology has not overcome the gap from research labs to commer-
cial products up to now. The main key steps to bridge this gap are a stable fabrication process
in line with efficient CMUT simulation and design tools, end-of-line testing, application-
specific packaging, system characterization and electronic development.
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1.2.2 Modeling and Simulation

The simulation of the behavior of a CMUT with a given design is essential for a successful
transducer fabrication, as the throughput time for a full wafer run can be several months. In
addition, a new design goes along with a new set of fabrication masks, which rises material
and labor costs. Therefore, the number of prototypes needs to be minimized. This requires
the use of simulations prior processing the devices.

In 1994, Haller used Mason’s model [Mas58] for a capacitive resonator to describe the first
fabricated CMUT cell [HK94]. This linear equivalent circuit model is based on lumped pa-
rameters and has been used for piezoelectric plate transducers for decades [Rhy78]. Lohfink
presented several improvements of this model especially for CMUT [Loh05]. Within the past
ten years, the group of Koymen at Bilkent University further advanced the lumped element
circuit models to include the nonlinear characteristics of a CMUT [Köy+07; Köy+12] as well
as the interaction of many single CMUT cells within an array. Also, CMUTs in collapsed-
mode have been modeled using equivalent circuits [Olc+10].

Starting in 2001, finite element (FE) models have been increasingly used to simulate CMUT
transducers. [Bay+01] presented the first FE model to calculate the static displacement of
a CMUT plate depending on the electrode size and location. With increasing computing
power and the development of FE analysis packages for coupled partial differential equa-
tions, CMUT simulation models became more complex and powerful. This inherits mul-
tiphysics analysis of electrical, mechanical and acoustical interactions for CMUT. A recent
example is published in [Lei+14] investigating the acoustic parameters of a CMUT cell using
Comsol. In [Ras+15], the sound field of a row-column-addressed CMUT array is simulated
using the software Field II.

However, the simulation of a full sound field generated by many CMUTs and optimization
runs in the CMUT design process still require approaches, which are computational less ex-
pensive and easier to handle than full 3D FE models. Examples are given by [CTP05], where
the plate deflection is derived from a FE model and the sound radiation is represented by
the acoustic impedance of a piston. Another lumped model was recently presented by Satir
and is based on Matlab/Simulink [SZD13; SD14]. Here, the electrostatic interaction is im-
plemented as look-up table and the mechano-acoustic interaction is solved using a boundary
element based method. According to [SD14], this model needs 30min to compute the stiff-
ness matrix and then only a few seconds to minutes to simulate the plate bending and sound
pressure emission of the CMUT, which makes it still not useable for design optimization
runs in a big parameter space.
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1.2.3 Measurement and Characterization

The experimental characterization of CMUT can be divided into electrical, mechanical and
acoustical methods. They represent the analysis of the electrical input voltage and current,
the mechanic displacement of the CMUT plate and the sound pressure radiated into space.

The electrical impedance allows to extract basic information such as resonance frequency
and pull in voltage. The open and short circuit resonant frequencies and the electrodynamic
coupling coefficient are further parameters derived from the impedance curve. These param-
eters are adopted from piezo and quartz characterization. Carnonti [CCP03] and Yaralioglu
[Yar+03] published approaches, how to denote coupling coefficient kT to evaluate the ef-
ficiency of a CMUT cell design. However, this methodology does not cover the transfer
function from the mechanical displacement to the acoustic sound pressure. For a transducer
with high impedance (such as PZT bulk transducers) this fact is of less importance. In case of
a CMUT, its characteristics alters significantly, when the acoustic impedance of the medium
changes. This fact makes a comparison of parameters such as the coupling coefficient kT
measured in air unsuitable for a comparison of immersed CMUT to other transducers or even
against different CMUT designs. In conclusion, the measurement of the electrical impedance
is state of the art, but not all information available in the impedance curve can be extracted
with existing models.

The mechanical characterization is based on optical measurements using white light interfer-
ometry (WLI), laser Doppler interferometry (vibrometry) or digital holographic microscopy
(DHM) [Sen+09]. These technologies allow to measure the displacement of the CMUT plate
statically, dynamically in axial direction and dynamically in 3D. With special lenses, the
measurements can also be performed in immersion. A conclusion on the radiated sound pres-
sure is possible by special measurements based on focusing on a thin foil, which is placed in
front of the CMUT and moves according to the sound velocity.

Acoustic measurements usually include the investigation of the transducer’s sound field.
Therefore, a microphone or hydrophone is placed in front of the CMUT transducer and the
emitted sound pressure is measured. By scanning the area in front of the CMUT, the sound
field of the transducer can be studied [Chr+14; Hof+13]. An important parameter is the send
sensitivity, which denotes the fraction between the sound pressure measured in the focus
point and the applied AC drive signal. The send sensitivity can be investigated using the
sound field scanning setup and is a method to compare the efficiency of different ultrasonic
transducers. The measurement of the receive sensitivity is explored less, than the investi-
gation of the send sensitivity. A requisite for quantitative measuring a receive sensitivity is
the knowledge of the incident sound pressure at the CMUTs’ surface. It is difficult or even
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impossible to find calibrated transducers which are able to send ultrasonic signals which
cover the whole frequency bandwidth of the CMUT [Olc+10]. Still, the receive sensitivity is
a parameter, which is valuable in application development and transducer design.

An often ignored point in acoustic measurements is the fact that the attained signals are
always created by a large ensemble of CMUT cells transmitting in parallel. The individual
CMUT cells are mechanically independent, but affect each other by acoustic crosstalk. How-
ever, an even more important fact is, that the sound pressure measured by a hydrophone is the
result of a superposition of the sound pressure waves emitted by many individual CMUTs.
This means that no clear conclusions on the acoustic parameters of a CMUT cell (design)
can be derived, but only on the full ensemble of CMUTs probed.
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1.3 Achievements of this Work

The primary objective of this thesis is to develop tools necessary for product development
based on CMUT technology. Starting from this premise, the analysis of the state of the art
and the availability of a stable fabrication process, the following achievements have been
obtained within this work:

• Nonlinear simulation model for design optimization of CMUT cells
– Simplified but still accurate model to create a numerical CMUT representation

(FE) fast (within seconds)
– Time step integration including an efficient structure-fluid interaction algorithm
– Genetic optimization run for design optimization of CMUT

• Acoustic measurement procedures for the characterization of CMUT cell designs
– Procedure for decoupling the sound field from the individual cell characteristics
– Send sensitivity measurements and recommendations on the optimal drive signal
– Quantitative receive sensitivity measurement based on pitch catch principle
– Equality study of array elements by sound field analysis

• Nonlinear analytic model for the electrical impedance of CMUT
– Nonlinear model based on a factual mechanical representation of a CMUT cell
– Analysis of the influence of the impedance measurement procedure and measure-

ment parameters on the impedance curve
– Extraction of acoustic characteristics from the electrical impedance using the new

analytic modeling approach

• Wafer level test procedure based on electrical impedance
– Methodology for quality assessment based on a coherence criterion
– Procedure for a valid and fast acoustic end-of-line check available for CMUT
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2.1 Working Principle of CMUT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
2.1.1 Basic Operation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
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2.1 Working Principle of CMUT

2.1.1 Basic Operation

CMUTs are ultrasonic transducers based on a resonant vibrating plate, that can transfer
acoustic into electric energy and vice versa. This requires very small structures which can
be fabricated using micromachining technology. Thus, CMUTs consist of two electrodes
separated by an air or vacuum gap as shown in figure 2.1. One electrode is fixed on the
wafer substrate whereas the second electrode is designed as a thin bendable plate. Applying
an alternating electrical potential difference Us between both electrodes creates an time-
dependent attractive force between the bottom electrode and the thin plate. This induces a
dynamic displacement of the bendable plate and ultrasound is radiated into the adjacent fluid.
CMUTs can not only act as acoustic sound source, but also operate as sensor for ultrasound.
In this case, incident ultrasonic waves induce a bending of the top plate which leads to a
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change of the electric capacity of the CMUT cell. The application of a DC bias voltage be-
tween both plates leads to a displacement current, when the capacity changes. This current
is measured as direct indicator for the sound pressure change at the CMUT’s surface.

Figure 2.1: Schematic cross section of a CMUT in transmit operation (dimensions not in
scale)

2.1.2 Physical Classification of a CMUT

The mechanical structure of a CMUT defines its acoustic characteristics as well as the re-
quirement for subsequent drive and receive circuitry. Therefore, a basic physical model is
necessary to understand, simulate CMUTs and compare them to other types of (acoustic)
transducers.

The lateral dimension ac and thickness of the top electrode dp are the major parameters to
define the resonant frequency of the CMUT plate. The gap size dg has major influence on
the capacity of the CMUT and therefore the electrical voltage US . Usually, the gap size dg,
the thickness of the top electrode dp and the lateral dimension ac of a CMUT cell show the
following relation

dg � dp � ac.

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) picture of the cross section of a CMUT cell shown
in figure 2.2 conveys an impression of the real dimensions, which are similar for most of the
CMUT designs utilized.

Figure 2.2: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the cross section of a CMUT cell
with as =20µm
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The maximum deflection of the top electrode w is limited by the gap size dg. From the geo-
metric dimensions of a CMUT cell, this implies an elastic deformation of the free-standing
CMUT plate. To access the main characteristics of the CMUT cell, the top electrode can be
considered as bendable plate, which fulfills the Kirchhoff hypotheses [VK01] as shown in
table 2.1. This allows to calculate the (static and dynamic) deflection w of the top electrode
based on its thickness dp, mass density � and flexural rigidity at the coordinate (x, y) ∈ R:

D

(
∂4

∂x4
+ 2

∂4

∂x2∂y2
+

∂4

∂y4

)
w(x, y, t) = � dp

∂2

∂t2
w(x, y, t). (2.1)

Table 2.1: Kirchhoff hypotheses [VK01] applied on the top electrode of a CMUT cell

HYPOTHESIS CMUT

1 The plate material is elastic,
homogenous and isotropic.

CMUT plates as used here are made from amor-
phous metal, which meets these requirements.

2 The plate is initially flat. The plate deflection w due to fabrication inac-
curacies amounts less than 1/1000 of the lateral
plate dimension ac.

3 The plate deflection is small
compared to the thickness.

The gap height dg limits the deflection, which is
small in comparison to the plate thickness dp.

4 The vertical shear strains and
normal strain is negligible.

After fabrication, no vertical strains or normal
strains remain.

5 The stress in the middle plane
is negligible.

The stress due to atmospheric pressure does not
create a significant strain of the plate.

6 The surface remains un-
strained after bending.

Only for very thick CMUT plates in conjunc-
tion with a small plate size ac, shear transfor-
mations appear. For all other CMUTs, this hy-
pothesis is fulfilled.

A CMUT is a resonant transducer in both send- and receive operation. This means that the
plate is bent in its first eigenmode, where even a small force creates a comparably large
dynamic displacement. Based on equation (2.1), the first eigenfrequency f0 for a clamped
circular plate can be calculated analytically [Lei69] and indicates the operation frequency of
a circular CMUT cell

f0 =
10.22

ad

√
D

�dp
. (2.2)
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This operation of CMUTs in its eigenmode distinguishes them for example from MEMS
microphones, where the electrode is moved quasi-statically by the incident acoustic signal. In
conclusion, a CMUT is a capacitive transducer, which can receive or send ultrasonic signals
due to the resonant bending of a plate. This plate can be described by the Kirchhoff–Love
plate theory [VK01]. In case of extremely thick, small CMUT plates the Mindlin–Reissner
plate theory delivers more accurate results, because also shear transformations are included
into this model.

2.1.3 CMUT Transmit and Receive Operation

In the following section, the basic operation principle of a CMUT for sending and receiving
ultrasonic waves will be explained.

To use a CMUT as ultrasonic source, an AC drive signal has to be applied between both elec-
trodes. The voltage Us causes an electrostatic force Fel between both electrodes, which can
be approximated by assuming both electrodes to represent a plate capacitor. The electrostatic
force

Fel =
εA

2

U2
s

dg − wavg

(2.3)

is proportional to the area of the electrodes A and the permittivity ε of the diaphragm in the
gap. dg represents the initial gap height, and wavg the mean deflection of the top plate towards
the bottom electrode.

For CMUTs with a circular shape of a diameter ac and a flexural rigidity D, the average
deflection of the plate wavg can be solved analytical from equation (2.3) [WKK08]:

wavg = Fel
d2a

192πD
. (2.4)

Combining equation (2.3) and (2.4) leads to two important conclusions: The electrostatic
force depends on the current deflection of the plate and shows a quadratic relation to the
applied drive voltage. Both facts make a CMUT being a nonlinear transducer. This can be
counteracted by applying an additional DC voltage UDC :

Us = UAC + UDC . (2.5)
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Then the electrostatic force becomes

Fel =
1

2

εA

dg − wavg

(
U2
AC + 2UACUDC + U2

DC

)
. (2.6)

The DC bias voltage DC has two beneficial effects. It creates an attractive force and hence
a static deflection of the plate, which reduces the effective gap. This allows to generate
the same dynamic electrostatic force with reduced AC drive signal. Additionally, the AC
voltage UAC an electrostatic force is generated, which is proportional to the AC drive volt-
age. In practice, a bias tee is used for adding the DC voltage to the AC signal as shown in
figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Schematic of a CMUT in send operation

In receive operation, an incident ultrasonic wave deflects the CMUT plate. The time-dependent
displacement wavg(t) causes a change of the capacity CCMUT (t) between both electrodes:

CCMUT (t) =
εA

dg − wavg(t)
. (2.7)

It is not possible to measure the capacity of the CMUT directly. Therefore, a DC bias voltage
UDC is applied to the CMUT which creates a displacement current iΔC , when the capacity
of the CMUT CCMUT changes:

iΔC(t) = UDC
dCCMUT (t)

dt
= UDC · εA d

dt

1

dg − wavg(t)
. (2.8)

Additionally, the electrostatic force bends the CMUT plate and decreases the residual gap.
This raises the capacity change for the same dynamic displacement.

The displacement current iΔC is in direct relation to the dynamic deflection wavg(t) of the
CMUT and therefore a direct indicator for the sound pressure at the surface of the CMUT.
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Also in receive operation, a CMUT is a nonlinear system with memory, because its output
strongly depends on the initial plate deflection and velocity.

The displacement current has to be amplified and converted into a voltage signal, which can
be digitized and processed further. In CMOS receive circuits for an already defined CMUT
design, a transimpedance amplifier the first choice. This configuration is shown in figure 2.4.
Alternatives are linear voltage amplifiers and charge amplifiers. More information about the
advantages and drawbacks of the different technologies are provided in table 2.2.

V
+

-

Figure 2.4: Schematic of a CMUT in Receive-Operation

Table 2.2: Comparison of technologies for CMUT receive amplifiers

TECHNOLOGY CHARACTERISTICS

Transimpedance Amplifier + Zero input resistance (ideal)

- Frequency characteristic depends on sensor capacity.

Charge amplifier + Zero input resistance (ideal)

+ Feedback capacitor desensitizes amplifier character-
istics from the sensor capacity.

- Difficult to realize for frequencies greater 1MHz

Linear amplifier + Amplification independent from sensor capacity

- The input impedance >0Ω creates a voltage drop over
the CMUT, which induces an electrostatic force coun-
teracting the plate velocity.
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2.2 CMUT Fabrication and Packaging

Both, fabrication and packaging have a major influence on the characteristics and perfor-
mance of the CMUT transducer. For that reason, they have to be considered in design gener-
ation. In the following, the CMUT fabrication process, wafer design and packaging will be
shown for the CMUTs used in this work.

2.2.1 CMUT Fabrication Process

To manufacture the CMUT arrays used in this thesis, a surface micromachining process has
been used, which is available at Fraunhofer IPMS. The specialty of this process is the fact,
that the CMUT plate is made from amorphous metal, covered with a thin insulating layer
[Els+15; Kle+15a]. It comprises the following steps:

1. A polished 6 inch wafer is covered with a thermally grown oxide (figure 2.5a).

2. An aluminum layer for the interconnects of the CMUT is deposited and patterned by
dry etching.

3. To insulate the vias from the bottom electrode the aluminum layer is covered with SiO2

by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and planarized by chemical-
mechanical polishing (CMP).

4. Vias are etched into the SiO2 and the bottom electrode and the interconnects for the
top electrode are deposited by sputtering TiAl (figure 2.5b). From now on, every step
affects the mechanical and acoustical characteristics of the CMUT.

5. The subsequent patterning of the TiAl layer defines size and shape of the bottom elec-
trode.

6. A thin layer of SiO2 is deposited by a CVD to cover the bottom electrode and prevent
against electrical breakdowns in case of a pull in (figure 2.1c).

7. A thin layer of amorphous silicon (a-Si) is deposited and a SiO2 layer are deposited.
The a-Si layer is used as etching stop and is necessary to open the release channels
later on.

8. The CMUT cavity as well as the release holes are etched into the SiO2 (figure 2.5c)
and filled up with a-Si, which is the sacrificial material for the release etch.

9. Now the cavity height is defined by polishing the a-Si and SiO2 down to the desired
value.
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10. After annealing, the TiAl plate is patterned and a XeF2 release etch through the release
holes dissolves the a-Si (figure 2.5e).

11. The cavity is hermetically sealed by atomic layer deposition (ALD) of Al2O3 under
vacuum atmosphere at a temperature below 200 ◦C (figure 2.5f).

12. After bond pad opening (figure 2.5g), the CMUT wafer fabrication is finished.

Figure 2.5: CMUT fabrication process [Kle+15a] (further details are described in the text)

Amorphous TiAl is used for the top plate of the CMUT, which is deposited by PECVD. One
of the main advantages of TiAl against other materials such as silicon nitride is the control-
lable stress of the plate, which can be adjusted by annealing [Els+15]. After deposition, the
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plate is under compressive stress. Annealing the plate shifts the stress from compressive to
tensile. An optimal stress within the plate is decisive for a successful CMUT fabrication.
If the stress is too low, the plate would stick on the bottom of the cavity or would buckle
after the release etch. Too large stress values would reduce the acoustic sensitivity of the
CMUT, the wafer curvature gets difficult to handle in further process steps and the risk of
plate delamination increases.

Al2O3

Al2O3

TiAl

SiO2

SiO2

Al

SiO2

Vacuum

TiN

Bulk

TiAl

Figure 2.6: Scanning electron microscope picture of cross section of a CMUT cell [Kle+15a]
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2.2.2 Sensor Layout

The sensor design used in this work is a test layout for different types of CMUT cells. It
contains 113 fully populated 1D arrays within one wafer of 150mm diameter (figure 2.7).

Each CMUT array contains 128 individual array elements with a lateral array element pitch
of 256µm. The elevational array element size is 1mm. Within this area, as many CMUTs
as possible are placed to maximize the acoustic active area. One wafer contains 10 to 14
different types of arrays.

Figure 2.7: Wafer layout of the CMUT sensor dies [Kle+15a]

Three different main purposes are addressed with this layout:

1. Investigation of technical reproducibility of the CMUT elements, both within the array
and on the entire wafer

2. Influence of geometrical design variations for the sensor element
3. Investigation of the influence of the following design parameters of the CMUT cell on

its acoustic properties:
• size (10...50µm)
• shape (squared, circular)
• plate thickness (500...2000 nm)
• gap height (50...200 nm)
• sealing (ALD-Al2O3) thickness (25...50 nm)
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2.2.3 Packaging

The operation of the CMUT devices requires a packaging that withstands high electrical
drive voltages and currents. For the characterization performed in this work, the packaging
should also enable an easy exchange the transducer within the test setups.

For bonding the chips, the high current density has to be taken into account. One array
element has a capacity of approximately 30 pF (including parasitic capacities). Assuming a
worst-case scenario, where the array element is driven with a 30V sine signal at 30MHz, a
blind current of

is = 2πf(CCMUT + Cp)Us ≈ 170mA (2.9)

flows into the CMUT.

All signal connections are wire-bonded from the bond pad on the chip to a pad on the carrier,
which is directly connected to a contact pin on the bottom. For each array element, there is
one bond via from the chip to the metalized ground plate of the carrier. All 64 remaining
pins, which are not used as signal path are via bonds to the metal plate of the carrier in order
to withstand the high current density, when all CMUT cells of the entire array are driven.

To use the CMUT array in immersion, the metal plate is covered with insulating varnish and
the bond vias are protected with glob top, which is applied by 3D printing (figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Cross section of CMUT array in its package

The radiated ultrasonic signal must not be influenced by the surrounding structures. If these
structures are too large, they reflect the acoustic waves and change the sound field of the
transducer accordingly. Starting from the directivity of the transducers, requirements for the
maximum size of waterproof sealing of the electric contacts is derived.
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Therefore, a short analysis of the directivity of the CMUT array shall be proposed. The
elevational directivity Γel of a one-dimensional piston with length Dp can be calculated ana-
lytically [Mös07, equ. (3.39)]:

Γel(θ) =
p(Θ)

max(p(Θ))
=

sin(kDp

2
sin θ)

kDp

2
sin θ

. (2.10)

This approximation is valid, if the elevation element size and the wavelength are larger, than
the lateral element dimension.

Figure 2.9 shows the elevational directivity Γ for a transducer with a diameter Dp = 1mm

using equation (2.10) and a numerical simulation based on the rectangular array geometry.
The opening angle1 Θ0 can be calculated from the elevational directivity: Γ(Θ0) = 0.5.
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Figure 2.9: Elevational directivity of the array at different frequencies, calculated analytical
according equation (2.10) and numerical using a sound field simulation based on
point source representation for the complete rectangular CMUT array in water

At 1MHz, which is the lowest frequency used for CMUT in immersion in this thesis, the
maximum opening angle Θ0,max is calculated and becomes circa 60°. The glob top (see
figure 2.8) is deposited about 200µm away from the CMUT and its shape is chosen in order
to not extend into the acoustic main lobe created by the array element as shown in figure 2.8.
Due to this requirement, the influence of the glob top on the sound field is minimized. The
following figure 2.10 shows the final package in a ceramic carrier with 320 pins. The carrier

1The opening angle Θ0 is defined as the angle Θ to the acoustic axis of a sound source, where the sound
pressure amplitude of the main lobe is 6 dB lower than the maximum sound pressure amplitude in the same
distance from the sound source.
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allows to incorporate up to two chips (see figure 2.10) which are glued with a non-conductive
epoxy adhesive into the carrier.

Figure 2.10: Two 1D arrays in a ceramic carrier: photo (a) and bond schema (b)
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DUE to the complicated fabrication process, the simulation of CMUT cells is essential
to estimate the prospective characteristics of the resulting sensor. Here, linear lumped

element models as well as finite element based models can be used. In this chapter, both
approaches are analyzed and requirements for a new-developed hybrid CMUT model are
derived (section 3.1). Section 3.2 describes the CMUT design procedure based on a lumped
element model. With such a model, it is possible to derive a design estimation very fast and
a basic understanding of the electro-mechano-acoustic effects is provided. Subsequently, the
development and implementation of a hybrid simulation model combining the advantages of
lumped linear models and finite element models is shown in section 3.3.
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3.1 Simulation Models for CMUT Cells

3.1.1 Linear Lumped Circuit Models

Haller presented the first CMUT and adapted a modeling approach based on Mason’s model
[Mas58] - a linear equivalent-circuit description [HK96]. This approach offers a very fast
and computing-inexpensive method to achieve a CMUT cell design. An exemplary design
procedure is shown in section 3.2. However, linear circuit models show several limitations
as shown in table 3.1.

Voltage source Electrical parasitics Electro-mechanics Mechano-
acoustics

T1 T2

Acoustic load

US - Drive voltage T1 - Electro-mechanical transducer
RS - Source resistance Zm - Mechanical impedance of the plate
Lp - Parasitic inductance T2 - Mechano-acoustic transformer
Rp - Parasitic resistance Zp - Parasitic acoustic load
Cp - Parasitic capacity Zf - Characteristic acoustic impedance
Cd - Static capacity of CMUT of the fluid

Figure 3.1: Linear equivalent circuit for a CMUT as transmitter according to [HK96]
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Table 3.1: Limitations of the linear lumped circuit model from figure 3.1

ELEMENT LIMITATION USED IN SECTION 3.2

Plate geometry Analytical solution only for circular
shape, rectangular shape possible by
using numeric correction factors

Circular shape

Plate structure Homogenous plate material Monolayer TiAl plate1

Nonlinearity Nonlinear behavior not included Small signal excitation
(sine sweep UAC = 1V)

Acoustic
impedance

Only piston or far-field approxima-
tion possible

Far-field approximation
Zf + Zp = ρfluid · cfluid

Capacity change Not included, effective gap height at
given bias voltage can be used

Large displacement in re-
lation to gap height

3.1.2 Finite Element based Models

To overcome the limitations of linear circuit models, finite element models have to be used,
as they allow the simulation of any plate shape and material. The effect of the fluidic load has
to be included in the FE simulation as well by coupling the mechanic differential equation
for the motion of the elements with the acoustic wave equation. Especially for soft CMUTs,
which already show large displacements in relation to the gap height at low voltage, it is
necessary to simulate the plate movement in time domain. In consequence, a 3D FE model
solved by using finite difference methods for a given voltage drive signal is the only possi-
bility to access the plate displacement and sound pressure on top of a CMUT without further
approximations apart from numerical uncertainty.

3.1.3 Hybrid Model

The linear lumped circuit model and the full 3D-FE model are two extremes used for CMUT
simulation and can be utilized at different states within the design process. Linear equivalent
models are first choice to roughly determine an initial CMUT design and provide a starting
point for a more detailed analysis. The 3D FE model can be used in the final state of the
design process as it is time-consuming to both, set up and solve. However, it offers a very

1See material properties in table A.1
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precise prediction for the real device. The aim is to build a model for CMUT, which is
capable of running design optimization loops and allows to find the best CMUT cell design
for a given application. This model shall fill the gap between the full 3D representation and
linear lumped approaches.

A CMUT is a nonlinear device with a transfer function depending on the input signal and
the recent state of the CMUT. Thus, only a simulation in time domain allows to include this
effect. Additionally, the displacement of the bendable plate relies on both, the acoustic and
the electric load applied to the CMUT. Therefore, the interaction with the surrounding fluid
must be implemented and the electronic circuitry has to be added as well.

As a result, this increases the number of parameters, which have to be predetermined or cal-
culated. This includes knowledge about the properties of the surrounding fluid, the connected
electrical circuitry, the drive signal applied, the displacement, the surface velocity and the ra-
diated sound pressure. To additionally analyze the electrical characteristics of the CMUT
such as its electrical impedance, also the voltage drop over the CMUT and the current flow
into the CMUT have to be included.

All the requirements and the derived modeling approaches are summarized in table 3.2. The
resulting model can be classified as a hybrid simulation model implementing characteristics
from both, lumped circuit models and 3D-FE models. The structure of the model and its
individual components are shown in detail in section 3.3.

Table 3.2: Requirements on CMUT simulation models for optimization of the cell design
and drive signal

FEATURE CHOSEN MODELING APPROACH

Any plate geometry possible Use of a plate model based on finite elements

Nonlinearity of CMUT Solve model in time domain using finite dif-
ference methods

Impedance of connected electronics Inclusion of electronics as state-space model

Realistic radiation model Use of a self-developed model for acoustic
wave propagation on the CMUTs’ surface

Accurate calculation of current flow Dynamic equivalent-circuit model with
CMUT as current source

Low computational cost Reduction from 3D mesh to 2D mesh and im-
plementation of a fast-solved structure-fluid
interaction
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3.2 General CMUT Design Procedure

An optimal design for a CMUT cell has to take the application requirements, the available
electronics and its manufacturability into account. This section describes the design process
based on an analytical lumped linear circuit model. The aim is to show a general design
process as described in figure 3.2. In addition, this section provides an impression on the
relation between the design parameters and acoustic characteristics of a CMUT cell.

Figure 3.2: Process flow chart for CMUT design generation

Usually, the starting point of the design process is the center frequency of the transducer,
which is predetermined by the desired application. For a circular-clamped plate, the eigen-
frequency f0 can be calculated analytically [WKK08, (12)] and represents the resonance
frequency of the CMUT cell. Using TiAl as plate material, the corresponding plate diameter
ac for each plate thickness dp is shown in figure 3.3 to meet the given eigenfrequency f0. For
this estimation, the linear circuit model as shown in figure 3.1 has been used, which allows
to consider the impact of the fluid load on the resonance frequency approximately.
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Figure 3.3: Plate diameter ac vs. plate thickness dp at a given resonance frequency f0 for a
clamped circular TiAl plate in water.

Before choosing a combination of plate diameter and thickness, also the gap height has to
be taken into consideration. The possible send- and receive sensitivity rise, when the vac-
uum gap dg of the CMUT is decreased. However, this requires an increase of the necessary
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bias voltage UDC . A way to proceed is to specify a fixed pull-in voltage UPI and to adjust
the gap size accordingly. Figure 3.4 shows the necessary gap height for the plate diameter
and thickness pairs of figure 3.3 at a fixed pull-in voltage UPI = 100V [Loh05, equations
(3.2),(3.20)].
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Figure 3.4: Gap height dg vs. plate thickness dp for a pull-in voltage UPI = 100V. The plate
diameter ac is adjusted according to figure 3.3

Combining both results, any corresponding triplet (ac, dp, dg) fulfills the requirement at a
certain given resonance frequency f0 and a pull-in voltage UPI = 100V, but shows a different
acoustic characteristic. The triplet is bijective for all parameters: if one value is set, the
remaining two values are defined as well.

In the following, an exemplary CMUT working around 10MHz center frequency and a pull-
in voltage of 100V shall be aimed. This type of transducer could potentially be used for
medical sonography. To find the best combination of plate size ac, plate thickness dp and gap
height dg, a linear lumped element circuit model as shown in [Ahr01] is used. As criterion
for evaluating the designs, the send- and receive sensitivity is used. Figure 3.5 shows the
sensitivity of the resulting CMUT depending on its plate thickness dp. The plate diameter ac
and gap height dg are scaled according to use a valid triplet.
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vs. plate thickness dp for f0 = 10MHz, UDC = 0.8UPI in water.
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If the same CMUT is used as both, source and receiver of ultrasonic signals, the product
of send sensitivity HS and receive sensitivity HR should be maximal. One commonly used
parameter to describe this effect is the two-way insertion loss ILsr.

ILsr = 10 log

(
1

HS ·HR

)
(3.1)

Another important parameter is the bandwidth of the transducer. The bandwidth increases
with decreasing plate thickness at the expense of the send sensitivity.
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Figure 3.6: Two-way insertion loss in water normalized on the active area A and bandwidth
B vs. plate thickness dp. f0 = 10MHz, UDC = 0.8UPI

As result of this study, it is possible to specify a CMUT working at 10MHz in water with a
pull-in voltage UPI of 100V. A compromise between bandwidth and insertion loss is attained
with a 1µm thick TiAl plate. The corresponding plate diameter is 35µm and the vacuum gap
height 260 nm respectively.

This methodology can be used to achieve a CMUT design for a given resonance frequency f0

and pull-in voltage UPI . It is independent from the model used, but implies a linear behavior
of the CMUT. Otherwise, this analysis has to be done for each send- and receive signal
individually. Then the exposition of the best design is not as definite and straight forward as
given by the procedure introduced here.
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3.3 Nonlinear Hybrid CMUT Simulation Model

In the previous section, a method to find the best CMUT cell design was shown, which relays
on a linear electro-mechanic-acoustic response of the CMUT cell. In this section, a developed
hybrid CMUT model based on a FE-representation of the plate is introduced, which includes
the nonlinear behavior of the CMUT and can be used for more complex designs. In addition,
the computing time is reduced to a minimum to use the model in optimization loops.

The hybrid model used here is based on a FE representation of the bendable CMUT plate.
The structure-fluid interaction is realized using a radiation matrix which can be initialized
from the plate’s FE-mesh and the specified fluid properties. The electrical circuit is imple-
mented as (time-variant) state-space representation. In transmit operation, any numeric or
analytical drive signal (voltage or current) can be used. A full overview on the model is
provided in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Overview on the developed hybrid CMUT model

When the model is solved, first the initial deflection of the plate for a given bias voltage is
calculated. For this reason, the model is solved statically at the voltage UDC . Afterwards,
a Runge-Kutta solver is used to simulate the movement, the sound pressure for each mesh
element of the CMUT as well as the state variables of the electrical circuitry. All three parts
of the model - the mechanical plate displacement, the structure-fluid interaction and the
electrical circuit influence each other within the same time step. Thus, they are implemented
into the same Runge-Kutta algorithm as they cannot be calculated sequentially.

All mechanical, electrical and acoustical state variables are saved during the calculation and
can be used for post-processing and evaluation of the CMUT design and drive signal. In the
following sections, the individual parts are described in detail.
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3.3.1 FE Model of the CMUT Plate

a) CMUT as Reissner-Mindlin plate

As mechanical representation of the CMUT, a FE model of the plate has been implemented
in Matlab. The FE representation is created from linear quadliteral elements based on the
Reissner-Mindlin plate theory [FG09]. This approach extends the Kirchhoff plate theory to
thick plates by adding shear transformation effects [Oña13]. This allows to simulate also very
high mechanical displacements as well as very thick plates and provides the opportunity to
implement sandwich plates by extending the representation to a 3D FE model. For ordinary
CMUT designs and driving conditions the results do not differ from the Kirchhoff-Love
plate theory, as the plate thickness of the CMUT is large compared to the deflection and thin
compared to the lateral plate dimensions.

The plate of the CMUT considered in this work consists of three material layers, comparable
to a sandwich plate (see figure 2.1). The thick core is made from TiAl and surrounded by a
thin layer of Al2O3 on top and bottom. Even if the Al2O3 layers are very thin compared to
the TiAl core, these layers have great impact on both the static and the dynamic mechanical
characteristics of the plate. It is not possible to model the plate as 3D-FE mesh for this
structure, because the thin Al2O3 layer requires very small finite elements and would rise the
number of nodes dramatically.

When the CMUT plate is covered with a thin insulation material layer, a 3D-FE representa-
tion consists of an enormous number of elements. The maximum element size should be in
the range of the thickness of the insulation layer. A rough estimation shows, that a squared
CMUT plate with 50µm edge length, 1µm plate thickness and a 20 nm insulation layer on
bottom and top leads to 6.5 million cubic mesh elements. To avoid the obstacle of corre-
sponding large calculation times, the sandwich plate is transformed into a homogenous plate
[CTP05] as shown in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8: Conversion of the Al2O3/TiAl/Al2O3 sandwich structure to a homogenous plate
and a 2D-FE mesh
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The flexural rigidity Dc of the homogenous plate can be calculated from the distances of the
k-th and (k − 1)-th layer from the neutral axis of the plate, the Young’s modulus Ek and the
Poisson ratio νk in between those layers [CTP05, equ. (2-3)]:

Dc =
1

3

∑
k

Ek

1− ν2
k

(
z3k − z3k−1

)
, (3.2)

νc =
1

3Dc

∑
k

νkEk

1− ν2
k

(
z3k − z3k−1

)
. (3.3)

From the flexural rigidity Dc, an effective Young’s modulus Ec can be calculated assum-
ing, that the plate thickness of the homogenous plate equals the total plate thickness of the
sandwich plate:

Ec = 12Dc(1− ν2
c )

(
2

dc

)3

. (3.4)

Figure 3.9 illustrates the change of the concentrated Young’s modulus Ec for different thick-
ness ratios of a symmetric sandwich plate.
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Figure 3.9: Resulting effective Young’s modulus Ec of the homogenized plate vs. thickness
ratio d1/d2 (Al2O3/TiAl/Al2O3 plate, d1 + d2 = 1µm).

As exemplary indicator for the high impact of the Al2O3 layers on the CMUTs characteris-
tics, the eigenfrequencies of a homogenous plate and a sandwich plate are investigated. The
eigenfrequency of a clamped circular plate is proportional to the square root of its Young’s
modulus (f0 ∼

√
Ec). A 950 nm thick TiAl plate with comparably thin 25 nm Al2O3 layers

on the top and bottom shows an approximately 10% higher resonance frequency than a 1µm
thick plate from pure TiAl.
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b) Boundary conditions

The reduction of the 3D structure to a 2D-FE model implicates, that the clamping of the flex-
ure plate needs to be analyzed further. Most lumped CMUT models assume a fully clamped
plate [Tes+06; Loh05; Ayd+14], as it is simple to implement and handle. The comparison of
dynamic measurement results and white-light interferometer pictures indicates, that the static
deflection of the model with clamped boundaries is too low and the resonance frequency too
high especially for high-frequency devices [KU14, Fig. 5]. Therefore, an additional mesh
element is added at the boundary of the plate, which defines the stiffness Kb of the boundary
(see figure 3.10). The elementary stiffness matrices of these mesh elements have the same
structure as the Reissner-Mindlin plate but another absolute value. In addition, the nodes of
this matrix are fixed in w-direction. With this approach, the stiffness of the boundary can be
adjusted to the actual behavior of the CMUT cells.

Figure 3.10: Plate model (a) with clamped boundary and (b) with additional mesh element
to include the boundary stiffness and initial deformation

Especially for rectangular CMUTs, each border can reveal a different boundary stiffness Kb.
White light interferometer pictures of a CMUT array element indicate, that the same CMUT
cell type within an array usually show different behavior depending on its location. This
effect increases with rising CMUT cell dimension.
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Figure 3.11: White light interferometer picture of an CMUT array element. Depending on
the boundary condition, the pull-in voltage of the elements changes.

Within one array element, two different boundary stiffness values appear. Kin represents the
stiffness of an inner boundary between two adjacent CMUTs. At the borders of the array
element, the clamping is less stiff and is represented by the value Kout. This leads to three
different cell types within the array element: inner CMUT cells, which are surrounded by
four other CMUTs, cells at the edge, which are in contact to three CMUTs, and the cells at
the four corners of the array element. Figure 3.12 shows the adopted model, replacing the
general boundary stiffness Kb by the location-dependent stiffnesses Kin and Kout.

Figure 3.12: Boundary stiffness of CMUTs within an array

Beside the boundary stiffness, also the real shape of the plate has to be taken into account,
because the plate is not ideally flat right after deposition. This effect results in an initial
deflection already for the pressure- and stress-free plate. As the deflection is small compared
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to the plate diameter, two options exist to also include this into the model:

• the reduction of the local effective gap height on the deformation of the plate after
deposition, or

• adding a static moment Mb to the boundary elements, which deflects the plate. Then,
the value for Mb has to be determined, so that the bending of the plate equals the real
initial deformation of the plate.

Although both approaches are only an approximation to the reality but offer a sufficiently
take this effect into account for simulations in a design process.

In the simulation model used in this work, a moment is applied to the boundary, because only
the center deflection of the CMUT either before or after release needs to be applied to the
simulation. The value of the static moment Mb can be solved in a pre-processing step prior
the dynamic time-step integration. The determination of the stiffness Kb and the moment Mb

is explained in detail in section b).

3.3.2 Static Deflection

The static deflection w0 of a CMUT as shown in figure 3.13 is caused by three parts.

• As discussed in the previous section, an initial displacement wfab exists, because no
ideally flat surface is created by the CMP process prior depositing the CMUT plate.

• The CMUT’s cavity is sealed and contains vacuum. Thus, the static atmospheric pres-
sure induces a deflection wp0 of the plate towards the bottom electrode.

• To counteract this effect and keep the plate free-standing even for small gap sizes, a
controlled intrinsic tensile stress is created in the CMUT fabrication and forms the
third deflection component wσ.

w0 = wfab + wp0 + wσ (3.5)

Figure 3.13: Deflection of the plate due to static pressure from fluid, tensile in-plane stress
and the fabrication process
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a) Static Atmospheric Pressure and Mechanical Stress

At first, the influence of the static atmospheric pressure p0 and the tensile mechanical stress
σT are investigated. The parameters wfab and Kb are fabrication- and design specific and
therefore ignored first. Here, the plate is assumed to be deposited ideally flat (wfab = 0) and
is ideally clamped (Kb = ∞).

The in-plane tensile stress σT and the surrounding static pressure p0 are applied to the FE
model of the CMUT plate and the resulting center deflection w0 is calculated. Figure 3.14
demonstrates, that the deflection is dominated by the static pressure p0 and rises dramatically
with increasing the plate’s edge length as. The tensile stress σT has a minor impact on the
center displacement w0 of small CMUT cells. However, especially for air-borne transducers
with large cell dimensions as, it is very important to control the mechanical stress of the
CMUT’s plate to keep the plate free-standing and achieve the desired gap size accurately.
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Figure 3.14: Static deflection per applied pressure vs. plate dimension for a rectangular plate
under tensile stress (design 1 in table B.3)

Varying stress also changes the dynamic characteristics of the CMUT, such as resonance
frequency, pull-in voltage and sensitivity. The effect on in-plane tensile stress σT on the
eigenfrequency f0 of the CMUT is shown in figure 3.15.

Especially for devices smaller than 50 nm figure 3.15 illustrates, that the stress can be used
as additional degree of freedom in fabrication to tune the eigenfrequency of small CMUT
cells.
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Figure 3.15: Eigenfrequency f0,s of pre-stressed plate normalized to the unstressed plate f0
for different in-plane stress values and plate dimensions (Design 1 in table B.3)

b) Determination of Stress, Boundary Stiffness and Static moment of
Fabricated Devices

The boundary stiffnesses Kout and Kin and the static moment Mb are three important pa-
rameters for the CMUT cell simulation. However, they are not directly accessible from the
design and cannot be measured directly. The in-plane stress σT is set as fourth unknown
parameter, as the measurement of the stress is performed by analyzing the wafer bow. There-
fore, the obtained stress value can only be an estimation for the real stress present within the
CMUT plate.

For this reason, the parameters σT ,Mb,Kout and Kin have to be determined indirectly. There-
fore, a procedure based on the static displacement w0 of the CMUT at different DC bias
voltages UDC has been developed. Figure 3.16 shows the center deflection of the CMUT
cells within one array element versus the DC bias voltage. The CMUTs are subdivided into
inner CMUTs, edge CMUTs and corner CMUTs (see figure 3.12). It turns out, that the de-
flection of the inner CMUTs smaller than the deflection of the edge elements at the same
bias voltage.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of static deflection between simulation (lines) and measurement
(markers) for one CMUT cell type at different boundary conditions (Design 2
in table B.3)

From the displacement measurements, now the parameters (Mb, Kin, Kout, σT ) have to be
identified. Therefore, the FE model is initialized with a triplet (Kin, Kout, σT ) for each cell
type (corner, edge, inner CMUT). Then the center deflection without bias voltage at atmo-
spheric pressure (p0 = 1 atm) is calculated for different static moments Mb. Using the New-
ton–Raphson method, the moment is varied until the difference between measured and simu-
lated displacement is less than 0.1 nm in the center of the cell. Afterwards, the deflection can
be calculated for different DC bias voltages for the parameter quartet (Mb, Kin, Kout, σT ).
The quartet is rated by calculating the mean square error between simulated and measured
deflection values. This procedure is run in a Nealder-Mead simplex search algorithm, until
a parameter set (Mb, Kin, Kout, σT ) with minimum mismatch between measured and simu-
lated deflection is achieved for all three types (corner, edge and inner CMUT).

For the best fit achieved (figure 3.16), a maximum difference Δw between measurement and
simulation of less than ± 1.5 nm over the full voltage range occurred. This value is within
the measurement uncertainty of the interferometer. The best fit was obtained for an in-plane
tensile stress value of σT=249.8MPa, which is close to the measured stress of 236MPa.
Thus, the accordance of these stress values is gratifying. The boundary stiffnesses obtained
are Kin = 67 kN/m and Kout = 52 kN/m.

The calculated parameters Mb, Kin and Kout are design-specific. However, they can be used
for simulating similar designs prior fabrication. Thus, a validation and update of those pa-
rameters is recommended as final step in the design process or if major changes in the design
are done in comparison to the reference design, for which the boundary stiffness has been
investigated.
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3.3.3 Structure-Fluid Interaction

The plate of the CMUT has a very low mechanical impedance, which means that an in
relation small force can create a big displacement of the plate. If the CMUT plate moves a
fluid, a surface pressure is created, which is radiated as acoustic wave into space. From this
interaction, a restoring force Ffluid counteracts the dynamic displacement of the plate and
has to be taken into account.

To include this in the simulation model, a fast calculation approach for the structure-fluid
interaction in time domain has been developed. Figure 3.17 gives an overview on the model,
which will be described within this section.

From the equation of movement, the surface deflection and its higher derivative are solved.
These values are the input for the acoustic interaction represented by the equation of conti-
nuity. The result is the surface pressure created due to the CMUTs plate deflection. A novel
algorithm based on a radiation matrix allows to calculate the absolute sound pressure de-
pending on the wave propagation on the CMUTs surface. The reactive force of the fluid
created by the sound pressure is the input for the force vector of the equation of movement
in the next time step. In the following, these steps will be described in more detail.

v2,1 v2,2 v2,3

Figure 3.17: Overview on the dynamic structure-fluid interaction model
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a) Dynamic Mechanical Displacement

The nonlinearity of the CMUT requires to solve the displacement w of the CMUT plate in
time domain. A mathematical formulation as initial value problem allows to calculate the
second derivative ẅ of the displacement for the next (n + 1)-th time step as function of the
displacement w and surface velocity ẇ of the n-th time step tn:

ẅn+1 = f(tn, wn, ẇn). (3.6)

Using the mass matrix M, stiffness matrix K and damping matrix D from the FE model and
the force vector �F yields to

ẅn+1 = M−1 · (�Fn −Kwn −Dẇn). (3.7)

The integration of ẅn+1 leads to the surface velocity ẇn+1 and the displacement wn+1 of the
CMUT plate in the (n+ 1)-th time step:

ẇn+1 = ẇn + ẅn+1 ·Δt, (3.8)

wn+1 = wn + ẇn+1 ·Δt. (3.9)

The equations (3.7) to (3.9) are solved within a third-order Runge-Kutta algorithm and de-
liver the time-dependent displacement w(t) of the CMUT plate in vacuum. Any dynamic
load such as the coupled fluid, which is moved by the plate is part of the force vector �F .

The force vector �F itself comprises three components

�F = �F0 + �Fel,AC(t) + �Ffluid(t) : (3.10)

• the time-independent static force F0, which contains the static air pressure, the in-plane
stress of the plate and the electrostatic force due to the bias voltage.

• the time-dependent electrostatic force Fel,AC(t), which is created by the applied AC
voltage Fel,AC and

• the force due to structure fluid interaction Ffluid(t):
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b) Calculation of Surface Pressure

In the next steps, the restoring force Ffluid(t) of the fluid on the CMUT plate will be calcu-
lated from sound pressure p, on the surface of the CMUT. Therefore, the sound pressure p has
to be obtained from surface velocity ẇ. Both parameters are linked by the Euler equation:

ρ
∂v

∂t
= −∂p

∂x
. (3.11)

The resulting surface pressure p depends on the speed of sound c in the fluid and the mass
density � of the fluid. Within an infinitely small time step ∂t, the wave travels the distance

∂x = c · ∂t. (3.12)

This allows to calculate the time-dependent change of the surface pressure

∂p = −ρ
∂v

∂t
c · ∂t. (3.13)

For the implementation of equation (3.13) into the Runge-Kutta solver, the time-continuous
formulation must be converted into the form of equation (3.6) for discrete time steps:

Δ(x,t)p = −ρ · v̇ · c ·Δt. (3.14)

Here Δ(x,t)pk describes the change of the sound pressure created by the plate acceleration v̇

over the time Δt while the sound propagates the distance Δx. As only the change of the
sound pressure directly at the CMUTs’ surface is responsible for generating the reacting
force of the fluid, Δ(x,t)pk has to be subdivided into a time- and a location-dependent com-
ponent. For this reason, the wave propagation on the CMUTs’ surface has to be considered
in more detail.

Figure 3.18 shows the sound velocity of the radiated wave for three time steps. In the first
time step (figure 3.18 a)), every mesh-element has a velocity ẇ and radiates an acoustic
elementary wave. Thus, the wave on top of one mesh element has the velocity v1,1. As the
wave does not reach positions 2 and 3 yet, the sound velocities v1,2 and v1,3 remain zero.
One time step Δt1 later (figure 3.18 b)), the wave has propagated the distance Δx1 from
position #1 to position #2 and a velocity v2,2 �= 0 can be measured at this point. As the
plate accelerates further within this time step, an updated surface velocity v2,1 is obtained
directly on the CMUT at position #1. However, this model is only valid if the mesh elements
are small compared to the wavelength of the radiated ultrasonic wave. Only in this case, the
individual mesh elements can be modeled as monopolic sound sources.
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Figure 3.18: Calculation model for the sound pressure on the surface of the CMUT created
due to the deflection of the CMUT’s plate

The aim is now to calculate the change Δtp of the sound pressure within one time step at the
surface:

Δtp = Δ(x,t)p−Δxp, (3.15)

Δtp = −ρ · v̇ · c ·Δt−Δxp. (3.16)

The change of the sound pressure due to propagation Δxp from the surface of the CMUT
can be formulated as

Δxp = p2,2 − p2,1, (3.17)

Δtp = −ρ · v̇ · c ·Δt− p2,2 + p2,1. (3.18)

From this point, it is possible to efficiently calculate the surface sound pressure change Δtp

from p2,1 to p2,1. Therefore, the sound pressure drop of the emitted wave propagating a
distance Δx has to be evaluated. As discussed before, each element can be abstracted as a
monopolic sound source radiating into the semi-infinite space. The sound pressure pMS in
the distance r of the center of a monopolic source is can be formulated as equation (3.11)
[Mös07, equ. (3.10)]

pMS(r) ∼
e−jkr

r
. (3.19)

This equation depends on the frequency and cannot be solved directly in time domain. But
for small time steps Δt the distance r = c · Δt is small compared to the wavelength of the
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radiated waves and kr approaches zero. Then the frequency-dependent exponential function
disappears:

lim
kr→0

pMS(r) ∼
e0

r
=

1

r
. (3.20)

A phenomenological explanation of this effect is, that the phase of the wave does not signif-
icantly change within one time step. This is only applicable if the sampling frequency fs in
the time step integration is significantly higher than the largest relevant frequency fmax of
the CMUT:

fs 	 fmax. (3.21)

The area A(x, y) of a mesh element with its center at the coordinate (x, y) represents the
surface of a radiating semisphere with the radius r0,(x,y):

r0,(x,y) =
√
Ax,y/(2π). (3.22)

Together with equations (3.17) and (3.18), it is possible to calculate the change of the surface
sound pressure Δtp.

p2,1 ·
(
r0,(x,y) +Δx

)
= p2,2 · r0,(x,y) (3.23)

p2,1︸︷︷︸ =
r0,(x,y) +Δx

r0,(x,y)︸ ︷︷ ︸ · p2,2︸︷︷︸ (3.24)

Δtp = La ·Δ(x,t)p (3.25)

The introduced amplitude scaling factor La has to be recalculated for every mesh element at
any time, when the time step Δt changes. Finally, inserting equation (3.25) into
equation (3.18) allows to calculate the change of the sound pressure Δtp:

Δtp = −La · ρc · ẅ ·Δt. (3.26)

Equation (3.26) is solved by the Runge-Kutta algorithm and offers a simple method to cal-
culate the pressure change in time domain and can be used in various types of models. The
Matlab implementation of the differential equation is provided in appendix A.
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c) Self Radiation (Radiation Matrix)

When an elementary wave is emitted from one mesh element, the wave also propagates on
the CMUTs’ surface laterally, which creates a temporary and spatial reactive force on the
plate. This mechanism is called self-radiation.

The amplitude loss of the wave from its source node to any other node in the mesh is calcu-
lated by adopting equation (3.24) and stored into an amplitude loss matrix L:

L = (Lij)N×N , (3.27)

Lij =
1

La

|Δx=‖�ri−�rj‖ =

(
r0,(xi,yi)

r0,(xi,yi) + ‖�ri − �rj‖

)
(3.28)

with Lij - the (i, j)-th matrix element of the amplitude loss matrix L,
r0,(xi,yi) - the equivalent source radius of the i-th mesh element

(see equation (3.22)),
N - the total number of nodes in the FE mesh,
�ri - the position vector to the i-th mesh element (source),
�r, j - the position vector to the j-th mesh element (sink).

For a mesh of N nodes, the amplitude loss matrix L contains N ×N elements.

A wave radiated at the time t0 affects certain nodes after propagating for a time step Δt as
shown in figure 3.19. Therefore, a time-dependent amplitude loss matrix LΔt is created. LΔt

is the same matrix as L, with the difference, that any matrix element is replaced by zero, if it
corresponds to a node, which is not effected by a wave emitted at t0.

Figure 3.19: Affected nodes by the sound pressure, which is radiated at one specific node for
different propagation delays
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For the implementation, it is necessary to keep the time-dependent amplitude loss matrix LΔt

for a defined time interval. Using the maximum distance dMax between two nodes (e.g. the
diagonal of a squared CMUT or the diameter of a circular CMUT), LΔt has to be kept in the
memory for the time tr,max = dMax · c. The three-dimensional radiation matrix R represents
the collection of the time-dependent amplitude loss matrices:

R =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

LΔt(t0− tr,max)

LΔt(t0− tr,max +Δt)

LΔt(t0− tr,max + 2Δt)
...

LΔt(t)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (3.29)

The radiation matrix R has to be updated in any time step, if a non-constant time step is
used. However, an implementation based on a lookup-table generated in pre-processing is
used, which allows a computational effective realization within the time step integration.

The total sound pressure pres(t0) at the current time step t0 is the superposition of all ele-
mentary waves. This is calculated multiplying the pressure change Δtp of all previous time
steps with the corresponding time-dependent amplitude loss matrix LΔt. The vector notation
in equation (3.30) represents the collection of the scalar sound pressure present at the dif-
ferent nodes of the FE mesh. For a mesh with N nodes, �pres becomes a vector �pres = R

N ,
where the n-th element in represents the scalar sound pressure amplitude at the n-th mesh
element.

�pres(t0) =
∑
i

Δt�p(ti)LΔt(t0 − ti) ∈ R
N (3.30)

d) Model Validation

The dynamic restoring force on the CMUTs surface due to the structure-fluid interaction can
be treated as damping effect and has an impact on the resonance frequency. For different
CMUT designs, the resonance frequency has been measured in air and compared to the
simulation results achieved by the hybrid model.

In the figure 3.20, the measured resonance frequencies in air, the calculated free eigenfre-
quency of the corresponding FE-model and the simulated resonance frequency using air as
fluid load for the CMUT are shown. The deviation ef,r is the relative difference between the
measured and simulated eigenfrequency.
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Figure 3.20: Measured and simulated resonance frequencies for different CMUT designs
(� - squared cell design, © - circular cell design; see table A.2).

The maximum deviation between simulated and measured resonance frequency amounts to
15%. This is a sufficient accuracy, taking the fabrication and measurement uncertainties into
account. The best results have been achieved for small plate sizes at low frequencies. Another
fact is that for the simulation, the transient response function of the CMUT was calculated,
while in the measurement, a stationary sine (sweep) excitation had to be used.

However, the frequency drop between the eigenfrequency of the free plate and the resonance
frequency of the damped plate shows the impact of the fluid load and validates the accuracy
of the used modeling approach.

3.3.4 Transducer Electronics

The characteristics of a CMUT cell can be simulated by using an ideal voltage source or
receive amplifier. However, the displacement of the plate also depends on the connected
electronics, because a CMUT is a reversible transducer. This is relevant in both, send and
receive operation. The aim is therefore to connect a more realistic circuitry to the CMUT
within the time domain simulation. For this work here, an electrical equivalent representation
was used.
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A CMUT is basically a capacitive load to the connected electrical circuit. Due to the deflec-
tion of the CMUT plate, the capacity of the CMUT changes and, depending on the applied
voltage, a current flow is created. Thus, the electrical interaction of the CMUT can be de-
scribed by a time-dependent capacity and a current source as shown in figure 3.21. The
voltage drop over the capacitor CCMUT is the voltage creating the electrostatic force within
the CMUT cell.

Figure 3.21: Equivalent circuit model of CMUT for time step integration with wave guide
circuit and voltage source

To combine the mechanic and electric model of the CMUT, the capacity CCMUT and current
source iΔC must be formulated as function of the deflectionw of the CMUT plate. Therefore,
the capacity CCMUT is calculated using the plate capacitor approximation for each mesh
element:

CCMUT (t) = ε0
∑
i

Aij

deff − wi(t)
. (3.31)

Lij - Deflection of the i-th node towards the bottom electrode
wi - Total number of nodes in the FE mesh
Ai - Corresponding area to the i-th mesh element
deff - Effective gap height of the CMUT cell

The current flow due to the capacity change depends on the voltage drop UCMUT over the
CMUT and on the change of the capacity CCMUT . The capacity change ΔC and the resulting
current flow

iΔC(t) = UCMUT (t)
ΔC(t)

Δt
(3.32)

are calculated within the Runge-Kutta algorithm.
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Based on this approach, it is possible in simulation to connect the CMUT to any circuitry,
which can be represented by an explicit discrete time-variant state-space circuit, where the
CMUT is replaced by a current source and a static capacity.

An example is given in figure 3.21. The CMUT is connected to a voltage source and a wave
guide circuit. The corresponding state space equations are derived analytically:

(
is(k + 1)

UCMUT (k + 1)

)
=

(
−Rs

Lp
− 1

Lp

− 1
Cp+CCMUT (k)

− 1
Rp(Cp+CCMUT (k))

)
·
(

is(k)

UCMUT (k)

)

+

(
0 1

Lp

− 1
Cp+CCMUT (k)

0

)
·
(
iΔC(k)

US(k)

)
, (3.33)

UCMUT (k) =
(
0 1
)
·
(

is(k)

UCMUT (k)

)
+
(
0 0
)
·
(
iΔC(k)

US(k)

)
. (3.34)

In summary, the electrical representation, the structure-fluid interaction including the radia-
tion matrix and the equation of movement are implemented into the Runge-Kutta algorithm
and allow a complete physical simulation of a CMUT cell including drive and read-out elec-
tronics.

3.4 Design Optimization

It is not possible to derive an optimal CMUT design for a given application by analytical
means as described in section 3.3. The reason is the nonlinear characteristic of the CMUT
cell discussed in section 3.2. Thus, the simulation model is run within an optimization loop
tuning the design parameters until the best cell design is achieved. Within this section, the
structure and application of an evolutionary optimization algorithm for CMUTs is described,
before the result of an exemplary design optimization run is explained.

3.4.1 Evolutionary Optimization for CMUT

The design optimization is performed using an evolutionary optimization algorithm. This ap-
proach can handle local minima due to its stochastic characteristic, what is important because
of the nonlinear behavior of the CMUT.

In order to use the evolutionary optimization, the CMUT design parameters (genes) are
parametrized and several designs (individuals) are simulated. Thereby, a fitness parameter
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is calculated for each individual. The genes are optimized by the algorithm in order to cre-
ate an individual with a maximum fitness, which represents the CMUT design with the best
performance.

The design optimization consists of three steps:

1. Parametrization of the CMUT model

2. Definition of a fitness parameter

3. Configuration and running the optimization algorithm

In the first step, the genes, which shall be optimized, have to be specified. The most important
variables are plate size, plate thickness and gap height. Other possible genes are material
parameters or the fluidic load (matching layers). In order to achieve a result in short time, the
design-space has to be limited to a defined range of values. This can be either a continuous
range or a number of discrete values. All possible combinations create the gene pool. The
smaller the gene pool is, the faster an optimization result is achieved.

To evaluate the performance of an individual, a scalar fitness parameter must be introduced.
The higher the fitness is, the better matches the corresponding individual to the aimed tar-
get. In case of a CMUT, it is reasonable to extend the algorithm to use hard and soft fitness
indicators. A soft indicator could be for instance the gain-bandwidth product, the send sensi-
tivity, the receive sensitivity, the fractional bandwidth or the peak sound pressure. Soft fitness
indicators always result in a fitness parameter greater than zero and thus a valid individual.
Especially for CMUTs, it is useful to also implement hard fitness parameters. They repre-
sent cases, where the fitness of an individual degrades to zero. An example for such a hard
indicator is, when the device is already pulled in at atmospheric pressure without any bias
voltage.

After defining the genes and fitness parameters, the optimization algorithm needs to be con-
figured. The main parameters are the number of individuals within a generation and the
amount of generations to process. The more individuals are given within a generation, the
lower is the risk of not finding the global maximum for the fitness, but the higher is the
computation time to obtain the fittest individual.
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Figure 3.22: Structure of the implemented evolutionary optimization algorithm

3.4.2 Exemplary Optimization Result

As an example for such an optimization procedure, the search for the best CMUT cell design
for a high frequency medical sonography application will be presented. The operating range
is predetermined by the application from fO1 = 5MHz to fO2 =15MHz. The AC drive
voltage is limited due to present CMOS driver specifications and have to be rectangular
pulses with a predetermined amplitude of UAC ≤ 30V. The maximum DC bias voltage is
set to UDC =100V. The target of the optimization run is a CMUT design, which allows to
generate the highest possible signal-to-noise ratio for the acquired sonography picture. The
input signal for the CMUT is predetermined and the resulting sound field of the transducer
is only affected by the arrangement of the individual cells. So, the receive signal amplitude
remains as the only optimization parameter. The higher the resulting receive signal amplitude
is, the better is the signal to noise ratio and accordingly image quality and penetration depth.
Thus, the aim is to find an optimized CMUT design, which provides the highest spectral
receive signal amplitude over the operation frequency range for the preset excitation voltage
signal.

In order to achieve a CMUT design operating within the whole specified frequency range
(see figure 3.23 a)), two restrictions are used: The center frequency fm of the CMUT in
immersion has to lay within the desired operating frequency range (figure 3.23 b)):

fO1 ≤ fm ≤ fO2. (3.35)
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Figure 3.23: Effect of the restrictions (hard indicators) for the send-receive transfer function
on the individual fitness within an optimization run.

If the condition for fm in equation (3.35) is not fulfilled, the CMUT will either vibrate in a
higher eigenmode or operate as static actuator. Both modes are inefficient for generating and
sensing ultrasonic signals in relation to an excitation of the first resonant eigenmode. The
corresponding designs are declared as invalid by the first restriction and a fitness value of
zero is dedicated (hard indicator).

Antiresonances in the CMUT transfer function within the operation range have to be avoided.
At an antiresonance the CMUT cannot generate or detect any ultrasonic signal. This fact
results in a local minimum of the magnitude of the send-receive transfer function |Hs,r|
(figure 3.23 c)):

d2

df 2
|Hs,r(fO1 ≤ f ≤ fO2)| ≤ 0. (3.36)

Both conditions (equations (3.35) and (3.36)) are used as hard indicator and result in a fitness
value of zero, which rejects an individual (CMUT design) completely. Valid individuals have
to be compared and rated against each other by a fitness parameter. Here, the receive signal
|Ir(f)| shall be maximized within the operation frequency range for the preset drive signal
amplitude UAC . Therefore, the send sensitivity Hs is calculated within the optimization loop
by simulating the radiated sound pressure signal ps(t) in the center of the CMUT using the
specified AC drive signal UAC(t).

Hs(f) =
F{ps(t)}
F{UAC(t)}

(3.37)

The receive sensitivity Hr(f) is derived by simulating the current flow iCMUT at the CMUT
for an incoming ultrasonic sound pressure signal pr(t). To increase the stability of the solver
and avoid singularities in the receive sensitivity, the shape of the sound pressure signal was
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set to a Gaussian pulse instead of using the previous calculated send sound pressure as this
ensures a high stability of the time-step integration algorithm.

Hr(f) =
F{iCMUT (t)}
F{pr(t)}

(3.38)

The receive signal can now be calculated from the send-receive transfer function Hs,r(f):

Ir(f) = F{UAC(t)} ·Hs(f) ·Hr(f) = F{UAC(t)} ·Hs,r(f). (3.39)

Within the optimization loop, the drive signal was a rectangular pulse with a −6 dB cut-
off frequency f−6dB > fO2. Together with the hard indicator defined by equation (3.36),
the minimum of the spectral receive current Ir(f) within the operation frequency range is
located either at the lower boundary fO1 or at the upper boundary fO2. So, the spectral receive
current Ir(f) needs to be calculated at fO1 and fO2 only in order to evaluate the worst-case
scenario. To additionally consider the increasing ultrasonic attenuation over the frequency in
tissue, the receive current was weighted with a factor of 1 at fO1 and 0.25 at fO2. Out of this
methodology, a fitness indicator FI1 is created:

FI1 = min

{
|Ir(fO1)|

1
,
|Ir(fO2)|

4

}
(3.40)

Within a transducer many CMUTs are arranged to operate in parallel. The resulting receive
current |Ir| is the superposition of the receive signals of connected CMUT cells. This has to
be addressed by involving the CMUT cell area as a second fitness indicator FI2:

FI2 =
1

(as + dm)2
. (3.41)

In between the cells, a small margin for the anchor of the plate needs to be considered. In
this example, the cell margin dm is set to 2µm per cell.

The resulting fitness indicator FI is the product of FI1 and FI2 and can be interpreted
physically as minimum spectral receive current per transducer area (receive intensity):

FI = FI1 · FI2 = min

{
|Ir(fO1)|

1
,
|Ir(fO2)|

4

}
· 1

(as + dm)2
. (3.42)

As design parameters to be optimized by the algorithm (genes), the plate dimension ds, plate
core thickness dp and gap height dg were used. These three parameters allow to tune the
resonance frequency, the mechanical impedance of the CMUT plate and the pull-in voltage.
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The parameter range of all genes was set based on fabrication experience on the CMUT
fabrication process (see table A.3).

The optimization loop was run for 51 generations with 50 individuals in each generation.
In total 2550 individuals (designs) have been evaluated and 2391 of them fulfill all hard
indicators. The average simulation time was 56 s per individual on a laptop computer2.

All calculated gene values are shown in figure 3.24 as function of the generation. By ana-
lyzing individual gene values (gap height, plate dimension, plate thickness), the convergence
of the optimization algorithms can be evaluated. Already after 10 generations, a clear trend
towards the final design appears for all genes. The fitness achieved in the 10th generation
is 88% of the maximum fitness after 51 generations. Figure 3.24 also shows clearly, that all
three genes are important and have to be optimized. This is caused by the fact that individuals
are present, which have a low fitness value, even if only one gene is not close to the optimal
value.

The resulting design parameters achieved for the individual with the highest fitnessFI are:

• Plate dimension ds =28µm

• Plate core thickness dp =694 nm

• Gap height (vacuum) dg =83 nm

All signal and simulation parameters are listed in table A.3.

2Laptop Lenovo Edge E530 (3259a3g), manufactured in 2012, Intel Core i5-53210M, 8GB RAM, Windows 7
x64, MATLAB R2015b x64, without multicore support, without parallelization, without using the graphics
processing unit (GPU)
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4.1 Goal and Methods

The CMUT fabrication process consists of a large number of steps having geometric tol-
erances and material variances. Both impact the resulting characteristics of the produced
transducer. For that reason, the acoustic characteristics of the individual CMUTs have to be
determined. Thus, it is recommended to investigate and verify the expected characteristics of
the CMUT by acoustic measurements.

As discussed in chapter 3, the send- and receive sensitivity are the most decisive parameters
of a CMUT. They can be determined from the drive signal and the emitted sound pressure or
the receive signal and the incident sound pressure, respectively. In a CMUT array element,
many CMUTs are operating in parallel. In send operation, the created sound field depends
on the CMUT cell design and on the arrangement of the individual CMUT cells. To study
the effect of the cell design on the acoustic characteristics, the impact of the sound field
generated by the cell arrangement has to be removed. Therefore, a procedure has been devel-
oped to measure the send and receive sensitivity of a CMUT cell by correcting a measured
hydrophone signal based on the present sound field.

For all measurements, a comparable setup was used, which is described in section 4.2. In
section 4.3 sound field scanning results are compared to a sound field simulation. Based on
the sound field, a frequency-dependent amplitude correction factor is created. This parameter
is used to transform the measured signal shape of a full transducer populated with many
CMUTs to the signal emitted by a single CMUT cell. Using the determined sound field
correction factor, the send sensitivity can be investigated further as shown in section 4.4.
Whereas section 4.5 explains the measurement of the receive sensitivity.

4.2 Basic Measurement Setup

4.2.1 Overview on the Setup

All measurements shown in this work used an acoustic setup as it is shown in figure 4.1. The
drive signal for the CMUT is created by a signal generator (Agilent 33250A) and amplified
using an E&I 325LA power amplifier. To amplify the CMUT receive signal, a linear 40 dB
signal amplifier (Cividec C1) is used. The DC bias voltage for the CMUT is applied from
a Keithley K236 source measurement unit. The sound pressure was measured by a needle
hydrophone mounted on a x−y−z translation stage. Drive signal, CMUT receive signal and
hydrophone receive signal were acquired by an oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner Zi66) and
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directly transferred to a host computer. A software for controlling all devices and processing
the measured signals was implemented in Matlab. A detailed list of the equipment used is
provided in table B.1.

Figure 4.1: Measurement setup for the characterization of CMUT chips

Figure 4.2: Setup to measure the sound of packaged CMUT chips in immersion (see also
table B.1)
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4.2.2 Hydrophone

To measure the sound pressure in immersion a needle hydrophone was used for three rea-
sons:

• The omnidirectional directivity1 is important for the sound field scanning as it is not
necessary to rotate the hydrophone.

• The tip is small and allows a high spatial resolution, when scanning a sound field.

• The thin needle also allows an integration into a reflector which it necessary to measure
the receive sensitivity as shown in section 4.5.

In particular, a Precision Acoustics needle hydrophone2 was used with a tip diameter 0.5mm.
The hydrophone including preamplifier is calibrated in a frequency range from 1 to 30MHz

and has a nominal sensitivity of 600mV/MPa.

Figure 4.3: Needle Hydrophone and CMUT immersed in deionized water

4.2.3 Power Amplifier

To drive the CMUT elements with arbitrary AC signals, a signal generator (Agilent 33250A)
was connected to a power amplifier (E&I 325LA). As the capacity of the CMUT elements
and the capacity of the mounting and connections are in the range of pF to nF, the limiting
factor for the drive signal is not the bandwidth of the amplifier but the deliverable current.

The maximum number of array elements Nmax, which can be driven by the power amplifier
using a continuous sine signal at a frequency f with an amplitude UAC is estimated from the
capacitive load.

1A capsule hydrophone from Onda Corp. (type HGL-0085) also offers a nearly omnidirectional directivity,
but a small sensitivity in comparison to the used needle hydrophone.

2See also table B.1
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The capacitive load Camp for the amplifier is the capacity of the connected CMUT array
elements capacity Cel and the capacity of the socket mount Csoc for each channel. In addition,
the parasitic capacity Ccon of the connectors between the amplifier and the socket mount has
to be added. For N connected CMUT array elements, the capacitive load Camp becomes

Camp = N · (Cel + Csoc) + Ccon. (4.1)

Assuming a sinusoid drive signal with the amplitude UAC connected to the capacity Camp,
the necessary power P can be calculated by

1

2πfCmax

=
UAC/

√
2

IRMS

=
P

(UAC/
√
2)2

. (4.2)

For a given amplifier power PA, the maximum capacity Cmax, which can be driven by the
amplifier, becomes

Cmax >
PA

(UAC/
√
2)2 · 2πf

=
PA

U2
RMS · 2πf . (4.3)

The maximum number Nmax of CMUT array elements is then

Nmax <

(
PA

(UAC/
√
2)2 · 2πf

− Ccon

)
· (Cel + Csoc)

−1 . (4.4)

The maximum number Nmax of CMUT array elements, which can be driven by the power
amplifier in parallel, is depicted in figure 4.4 as function of the drive voltage amplitude and
frequency.
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Figure 4.4: Maximum number of array elements Nmax which can be driven by a 25W am-
plifier (continuous sine signal) vs. frequency

• Capacity of one CMUT element 3 Cel = 35 pF

• Capacity of the chip socket per connected array element Csoc = 10 pF

• Capacity of the connectors Ccon = 100 pF

• Power of the amplifier PA =25W

4.2.4 CMUT Drive Signal

The full transmit potential of a CMUT can only be used when a suitable drive signal is
applied. Commercially available integrated ultrasound driving ICs and ASICs designed to
drive CMUTs deliver drive signals with rectangular pulse shape. The reason for this is the
electronic implementation as push-pull circuit, which is less complicated in comparison to a
digital-analog converter and a linear power amplifier.

For this reason, rectangular pulses are also used here as drive signal for the send and receive
measurements. Optimized drive signals as presented in [Sav+15] where the second harmonic
excitation is minimized by using trapezoid signals are not considered here.

The rectangular drive signal can be characterized by its pulse width tPW , the rise time tr and
the fall time tf (see figure 4.5). Here the rise time tr is the time, when the voltage level rises
from 0.1UAC to 0.9UAC . The fall time tf is defined accordingly for the falling edge. The
value of the pulse width tPW depends on the rise time, the fall time and the switch delay te,
when the status changes from charging to discharging the capacitive load:

3Carrier including CMUT according to impedance measurements
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U(t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 for t ≤ 0

UAC ·
(
1− e

t
τr

)
for 0 < t ≤ te

UAC ·
(
1− e

te
τr

)
· e

t−te
τf for t > te

(4.5)

τr =
tr

ln (0.9)
, τf =

tf
ln (0.9)

(4.6)
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Figure 4.5: Pulse shape of a rectangular signal according to equation (4.5)

The CMUT shall be exited over the full bandwidth, thus the pulse shape is analyzed in
frequency domain. Here, the Fourier transformed F{U(t)} is calculated analytically and
results in a complex term:

U(ω) = jUAC

⎛
⎝1− e−jωte

ω
+

τr

(
e−

te
τr

−jωte − 1
)

τr ω − j
−

τf e
−jωte

(
e−

te
τr − 1

)
τf ω − j

⎞
⎠ . (4.7)

It is difficult to directly extract conclusions from equation (4.7) , except the fact that the
spectral amplitude is directly proportional to the drive voltage UAC . The second and third
fraction in equation (4.7) indicate, that further simplification is possible if the rise time tr

equals the fall time tf , which is reasonable for an ideal amplifier:

U sym(ω) = U(ω)
∣∣
τr=τf=τ

= UAC
1− e−jωte

jω − τω2
. (4.8)
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There are two significant values for the magnitude of the amplitude spectrum: the equivalent
DC offset (spectral amplitude at ω = 0Hz) and the −6 dB-cut-off frequency f−6dB. The DC
component can be calculated analytically:

lim
ω→0

∣∣U sym(ω)
∣∣ = UAC · te. (4.9)

In contrast, the cut-off frequency has to be solved numerically. In figure 4.7, the −6 dB cut-
off frequency f−6dB is shown as function of the rise (and fall) time tr = tf and the switch
delay te and gives an overview for the electronic circuit design. If an amplifier can deliver
a minimum rise time and switch time, then the cut-off frequency taken from the plot is the
maximum frequency, which the amplifier can drive definitely.
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Figure 4.6: Cut-off frequency f−6dB vs. switch time te and rise/fall time tr = tf for a rectan-
gular pulse shape with exponential rising and falling edges

In general, the aim is to keep the switch time te as long and the rise time tr as short as
possible, on condition that the cut-off frequency f−6dB of the signal is bigger than the highest
pursued transmit frequency.
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In figure 4.7 the spectral amplitude at f = 0Hz is shown as function of the switch time te

(solid line). The dashdotted line follows the rise time/switch time combination of figure 4.6
within the 10MHz line and is consequently 6 dB below the maximum amplitude at f = 0Hz

for any switch time. The dashed line shows the dependence of the spectral amplitude at
10MHz on the switch time te for a rise time tr of 1 ns. It becomes clear, that the spectral
amplitude of the signal is mainly dominated by the switch time te. Further improvement is
possible, if the rise time tr is reduced. Additionally, a short rise and fall time results in a
more constant spectral amplitude over the frequency range.

In conclusion, the following properties for a drive signals of rectangular pulse shapes with
exponential rising and falling edges should be targeted:

1. The cut-of frequency of the pulse must be higher than the smallest used transmit fre-
quency according to figure 4.6.

2. The switch time shall be as long as permissible.

3. The rise time shall be as short as permissible.
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4.3 Sound Field Correction

A sound field analysis is essential in the development of (application-specific) transducers
or the experimental validation of beamforming algorithms. Thereby, the sound field of a
transducer is either simulated numerically or measured by sound field scanning. As basis for
the measurement of the acoustic send- and receive characteristics of a CMUT cell design,
the knowledge about the sound field allows the generation of a sound field correction factor.
This parameter removes the impact of the interference pattern on the hydrophone signal. This
enables to calculate the shape of the sound pressure signal on the CMUT’s surface from a
sound pressure measurement performed in the far field of the CMUT.

4.3.1 Setup and Alignment

For sound field measurement, the experimental setup shown in figure 4.1 is used. The re-
ceive path is not connected, as no receive signal is sensed by the CMUT. The hydrophone is
mounted on a linear stage 4 with a unidirectional repeatability of 1µm.

Figure 4.8: Transducer coordinate system for acoustic measurements

At the beginning, the coordinate system of the translation stage (xs, ys, zs) and the coordinate
system of the transducer (xt, yt, zt) have to be aligned (figure 4.9). A subjective mechanical
arrangement is not sufficient, as the position has to be determined with an accuracy in the
range of 100µm. Therefore, the position of the hydrophone is determined in relation to the
array by the sound field. The outer array elements are driven with a short transient signal (one
half sine cycle) to suppress side lobes. The hydrophone is moved in the xs-ys-plane over the
first array element until the maximum sound pressure is measured. This point defines the
coordinate S1. The propagation time ts1 from the CMUT array element to the hydrophone is
measured as the time difference between trigger impulse from the signal generator and the

4Physik Instrumente (PI) GmbH&Co. KG, Type M-403.8DG, range 200mm
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peak of the sound pressure. Now, the procedure is repeated for the array element on the other
side of the transducer. Thereby also the zt-coordinate needs to be varied until the propagation
times ts1 and ts1 equal: ts1 = ts2 = ts1,2. This defines the coordinate S2.

Now, it is possible to align the transducer and the stage coordinate system except the eleva-
tional rotation (rotation around the xt axis). Thus, a third point S3 is obtained by searching
for the maximum sound pressure in the xs-ys-plane at another zs coordinate.

Figure 4.9: Alignment of the coordinate systems of the transducer and the x-y-z-stage

From those three points S1, S2 and S3 it is possible to calculate the tilt angles α between the
transducer coordinate system and the stage coordinate system:

αx = arctan

(
yS3 − yS2
zS3 − zS1

)
, (4.10)

αy = arctan

(
zS2 − zS1
xS2 − xS1

)
, (4.11)

αz = arctan

(
yS2 − yS1
xS2 − xS1

)
. (4.12)

The rotational transformation matrix T S
T rot from the transducer coordinate system to the

stage coordinate system is

T S
T rot =

⎛
⎜⎝1 0 0

0 cos(αx) − sin(αx)

0 sin(αx) cos(αx)

⎞
⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎝ cos(αy) 0 sin(αy)

0 1 1

− sin(αy) 0 cos(αy)

⎞
⎟⎠
⎛
⎜⎝cos(αz) − sin(αz) 0

sin(αz) cos(αx) 0

0 0 1

⎞
⎟⎠ .

(4.13)
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The translational transformation matrix T S
T trans is the distance vector from the origin Ot of

the transducer coordinate system to the origin Os of the stage coordinate system:

T S
T trans = Os −Ot =

1

2
(�rS1 − �rS2) + Δz · �ez. (4.14)

An absolute reference between both systems is in axial direction is contrivable, as the speed
of sound c can be calculated from the sound propagation delay in between S2 and S3:

c =
‖�rS3 − �rS2‖
ts3 − ts1,2

. (4.15)

Then the distance Δz in axial direction becomes

Δz = c tS1,2. (4.16)

Now, the full transformation from the transducer coordinate system (xt, yt, zt) into the stage
coordinate system (xs, ys, zs) can be written as

(xs; ys; zs) = T S
T rot · (xt; yt; zt) + T S

T trans (4.17)

In the measurement, the target coordinates are set in the transducer coordinate system and
converted into the stage coordinate system. The resulting coordinates are the destinations for
the x,y,z linear stage.

For the shown alignment procedure, two conditions have to be fulfilled.

• The tilt angle α between the two coordinate systems should be smaller than 15° in
order to get a valid maximum sound pressure in the x-y-plane.

• The positions S1, S2 and S3 are measured in the main lobe of the sound field of the
corresponding array element.
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4.3.2 Sound Field Simulation and Measurement

a) Sound Field Simulation

The beam pattern of an ultrasonic transducer mainly depends on the aperture and the sig-
nal frequency. Individual CMUT cells are usually small compared to the wavelength of the
radiated sound pressure signal. To achieve the necessary aperture size, every CMUT array
element consists of many CMUT cells located next to each other. Thus, the sound field of the
transducer is determined by the arrangement of the individual cells and the sound pressure
signal generated by the individual CMUT.

In most applications, the CMUT cell is small compared to the wavelength of the ultrasonic
signals transmitted. This fact allows to simulate the sound field of an array element by re-
placing each CMUT by a monopolic point source. The resulting sound pressure is the super-
position of the signal emitted by all point sources. For continuous sine excitation, the result
can be calculated efficiently numerically from

psim(f, �r) ∼
∣∣∣∣∣

N∑
i=1

q0 · e−jk‖�r−�si‖

‖�r − �si‖

∣∣∣∣∣ . (4.18)

�r - Position vector to computation point k - Wavenumber k = 2πf
c

�si - Position vector to i-th sound source N- Number of sound sources
q0 - Acoustic source strength

b) Sound Field Measurement

Replacing every CMUT by a point source is a big simplification which shall be verified by
measurement results. Thus, the sound field of four neighboring array elements, driven in
parallel, was measured using a sine burst with four cycles. Between the drive circuitry and
the hydrophone, electrical crosstalk appears and creates a receive signal, which is several
orders of magnitude higher than the actual hydrophone signal. Thus, no continuous excitation
signal, but a burst signal can be used for driving the CMUT.

In addition, the measurement control automatically adapts the oscilloscope scale to the hy-
drophone signal. Only with this procedure, accurate measurements are possible, because the
measured sound pressure amplitude varies extremely for different hydrophone positions.

The drive signal and the measured sound pressure signal in a distance of 5mm in front of
the array elements are shown in figure 4.10. The signals in figure 4.10 validate the fact that
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the CMUT is transmitting ultrasound into water in respect to the applied drive signal. But
there are more effects to consider for the understanding of the relation between drive and
hydrophone signal. First of all, the drive signal shall be investigated: The signal generator
delivers an almost ideal sine burst to the power amplifier. Due to signal discontinuities at the
beginning and end of the sine burst, the electrical load and feedback of the CMUT, the power
amplifier is not able to reproduce the input signal without mutilation.
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Figure 4.10: CMUT drive signal and hydrophone signal at the hydrophone position
PT = (−15.5mm; 0mm; 5mm), which is centralized 5mm in front of the active
array element; pull-in voltage UPI ≈ 180V

In addition, the voltage measured by the oscilloscope does not necessarily represent the
actual potential difference between the two plates of the CMUT. A positive sound pressure
correlates to an overpressure, which is created by the CMUT, when the bendable plate is
moving away from the bottom electrode. In the beginning of the sine burst, the hydrophone
senses a positive pressure before a local minimum is reached even though the applied voltage
increases. This allows the conclusion that the potential difference in between the electrodes
of the CMUT drops due to the high current flow in the beginning of the AC signal.

Afterwards, three full sine cycles and the post pulse oscillation generated by the CMUT are
apparent in the sound pressure signal. The signal is also affected by the acoustic interference
pattern created by the superposition of all waves emitted by the different CMUT cells within
the active array element.

Based on the number of 4 sine cycles, the drive signal creates a radiation pattern with the
main lobe and two side lobes. Higher order side lobes are suppressed substantially, be-
cause only three full sine cycles are available for interference as the hydrophone signal in
figure 4.10 indicates.
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c) Comparison between Measurement and Simulation

A sound field measurement in the x-z-plane over four array elements was done. The hy-
drophone was moved in steps of 100µm in each direction and the sound pressure at each
point was measured. Figure 4.11 shows the result of the experiment.

The result of the simulation is normalized to the maximum measured sound pressure, which
allows to compare the simulation and measurement result as shown in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Sound field of four array elements at 12MHz (measurement and simulation)

The agreement between measurement and simulation is acceptable, despite only monopo-
lic sound sources instead of a distributed CMUT model were used for simulation. In the
measurement, especially the second side lobe appears smaller and more attenuated than ex-
pected by the simulation. One reason for this is the drive signal shape used in the measure-
ment as discussed in paragraph b). A second influencing factor is the hydrophone itself. The
hydrophone needle, which was used for the measurements, has a tip size of 500µm. This
means, that the signal measured and assigned to the recent coordinate is the average sound
pressure over a circular area in the x-y-plane around the coordinate.

This measurement procedure can be used to visualize acoustic diversities in between two or
more array elements. If the measurement result does not match to the simulation or is not
symmetric, this is a major indication that some CMUT cells or a full array element are not
working properly.
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4.3.3 Generation of the Sound Field Correction Factor

To determine the send- or receive sensitivity for a CMUT cell design, the sound pressure
on the surface of the individual CMUT must be measured. However, it is not possible to
position the hydrophone closer than 1...2mm to the CMUT, because then electric crosstalk
between the CMUT plate and the hydrophone needle superposes the hydrophone receive
signal. As the wavelength of the ultrasonic signal at frequencies higher than 1MHz is short
in comparison to the minimum hydrophone distance possible, the measured sound pressure
is affected by interference effects. Thus, the sound pressure depends on the hydrophone
position and on the signal frequency. The aim is to find a correction factor transforming the
measured hydrophone signal to the sound pressure on top of an individual CMUT cell.

Therefore, the sound pressure along the zt for one single array element was simulated using
equation (4.18) to evaluate the dependency between the sound pressure and the hydrophone
distance to the transducer at different frequencies. The result is a frequency- and location-
dependent sound pressure amplitude, which is created by N monopolic sources (figure 4.12).
Each source represents one individual CMUT cell with a concentrated source power q0.
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Figure 4.12: Simulation of the sound pressure of one array element in the zt-axis for different
frequencies according to equation (4.18).

In the simulation, the source power q0 is set independent from the frequency. Thus, the
change of the sound pressure amplitude at a given location appears only due to interfer-
ence effects of the acoustic waves emitted by each point source. This allows to introduce a
correction factor, which removes the effect of the interference pattern.

For generating the correction factor, the sound pressure at a location z0 is calculated includ-
ing the phase information p(f, z0) and excluding the phase information pref (z0) based on
equation (4.18)
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p(f, z0) ∼
∣∣∣∣∣

N∑
i=1

e−jk‖�r−�si‖

‖�r − �si‖

∣∣∣∣∣ , (4.19)

pref (z0) = p(f, z0)

∣∣∣∣
f =0Hz

∼
∣∣∣∣∣

N∑
i=1

1

‖�r − �si‖

∣∣∣∣∣ . (4.20)

Here, �r represents the position vector with the coordinates �r = (0; 0; z0) and �si is the position
vector to the center of the i-th CMUT cell. The sound field correction factor Kp(f, z0) is the
transfer function between pref (z0) and p(f, z0).

Kp(f, z0) =
p(f, z0)

pref (z0)
=

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1

e−jk‖�r−�si‖

‖�r − �si‖

∣∣∣∣∣ ·
∣∣∣∣∣

N∑
i=1

1

‖�r − �si‖

∣∣∣∣∣
−1

. (4.21)

The factor Kp(f, z0) allows to remove the impact of the interference pattern and, therefore,
the arrangement of the CMUTs from a (measured) sound pressure signal. In the far field of
the transducer no local minimum or maximum of the sound pressure appears and the correc-
tion factor Kp only slightly changes for small distance variations. Using this fact is beneficial
for real measurements because then the position accuracy of the hydrophone becomes less
critical. The near-field length for a single array element with an aperture of 256µm x 1.0mm

radiating at 30MHz amounts to circa 5mm. So, all measurements were done in a distance
of z0 = 6mm from the transducer. Figure 4.13 shows the corresponding correction factor Kp

as function of the frequency f .
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Figure 4.13: Sound field correction factor Kp(f) vs. frequency for a single array element;
hydrophone position zt = 6mm.

For small CMUT array element sizes, this correction factor is valid for both, harmonic and
transient pulse shapes. The reason is the small phase shift in the hydrophone position. How-
ever, for higher accuracy and larger array elements, a more complex sound field simulation
using a transient signal is required.
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4.4 Send Sensitivity

The send characterization of a CMUT implies the measurement of the send sensitivity. This
parameter represents the relation between emitted sound pressure and drive voltage. There-
fore, the send sensitivity has to be measured for different drive signals and levels. Addition-
ally, the center frequency and bandwidth can be derived from the send sensitivity.

4.4.1 Measurement Setup

For the measurement of the send sensitivity, the CMUT is immersed and a single array el-
ement is driven using a signal generator and power amplifier. A DC bias voltage is applied
through a bias tee. The ultrasonic signal emitted by a CMUT is sensed by a hydrophone,
which is located in the far field of the CMUT.

As drive signal, a short, transient signal is used, which excites the full spectral bandwidth
of the CMUT transducer. In the signal generator, a rectangular pulse with a nominal pulse
width of 30 ns was set to optimally drive the CMUT up to 20MHz (figure 4.6). However, the
signal still contains energy at higher frequencies and is sufficient for a characterization up to
circa 30MHz.
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Figure 4.14: Drive signals used to characterize the send sensitivity. Detailed signal charac-
teristics are given in table B.2

.

Due to the nonlinear characteristic of the CMUT, the send sensitivity has to be measured for
various AC and DC voltage levels. The time domain drive signals are shown in figure 4.14.
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The rise time (14 ns) and pulse width (28 ns) were set at the signal generator for all ampli-
tude levels. At the output of the power amplifier, those short timing parameters were not
preserved. However, a pulse width of 30-33 ns and rise/fall times in the range of 18-22 ns
achieved at the output of the power amplifier, the drive signal is still useable for the con-
ducted experiments.

The send sensitivity Hs(f) of the CMUT is calculated in frequency domain. Therefore, the
measured AC drive voltage UAC(t) and the hydrophone voltage signal UHyd(t) are converted
via Fourier transform:

U(f) = F{UAC(t)}. (4.22)

Afterwards, the frequency-dependent hydrophone transfer sensitivity Hhyd (calibration, see
figure B.1) and the sound field correction factor Kp(f) are applied on the hydrophone volt-
age. In addition, the sound pressure is divided by the number N of active CMUTs. The
resulting sound pressure P (f) represents the sound pressure generated by one CMUT in an
axial distance of 6mm from the array element for the applied drive signal:

P (f) = F{pHyd(t)} ·
1

N
= F{UHyd(t)} ·Hhyd(f) ·Kp(f) ·

1

N
. (4.23)

The send sensitivity Hs of the CMUT is the ratio between the drive voltage U(f) and the
spectral sound pressure P (f):

Hs(f) =
P (f)

U(f)
. (4.24)

4.4.2 Measurement Results

In this section, first the bandwidth B and the center frequency fm of the send sensitivity
|Hs(f)| are analyzed in relation to the DC bias voltage UDC . In the next step, also the influ-
ence of the AC voltage amplitude UAC and polarization on the bandwidth B is investigated.
The last part of this section shows the impact of AC and DC voltage level on the magni-
tude of the send sensitivity. All measurement results are shown for the CMUT design 1 in
table B.4.
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a) DC Bias Voltage and CMUT Bandwidth

The lower −6 dB cut-off frequency fc1 and the upper −6 dB cut-off frequency fc2 are calcu-
lated based on measurements of the send sensitivity |HS(f)|. Both are characteristic param-
eters for the useable frequency range of a CMUT. Figure 4.15 shows the transfer sensitivity
of a CMUT measured at different DC bias voltages at an AC signal amplitude of 20% of the
pull-in voltage UAC = 0.2UPI . In this measurement, a center frequency fm in the range of
13MHz and a fractional bandwidth of circa 100% were obtained.
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Figure 4.15: Send sensitivity for a single CMUT cell measured at UAC = 0.2UPI for dif-
ferent DC bias voltages UDC = {0.15, 0.2, 0.25, ... , 0.9} · UPI in a distance
of 6mm.

A more detailed analysis of the cut-off frequencies in relation to the DC bias voltage UDC

shows even more relevant effects:

• With increasing the DC bias voltage UDC the lower cut-off frequency fc1 decreases and
a peak in the sensitivity spectrum at 8MHz appears. This characteristic is assigned to
surface waves generated due to the periodic arrangement of the CMUTs [AKO14].

• At higher sound pressures, the surface waves exceed the noise level of the hydrophone
and contribute to the total signal. The high quality factor of this surface wave is the
reason that only a small frequency range near the lower −6 dB cut-off frequency is
affected. The surface waves do not represent a characteristic of the single CMUT cell
itself, because they appear based on the CMUT cell arrangement. For a correct mea-
surement of the cell design-related cut-off frequencies, a low-pass filter can be applied
in the spectral domain on the send sensitivity curve to suppress this effect. For the
measurement result in figure 4.15, this correction was not necessary.
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• With increasing bias voltage, also the spring-softening effect becomes stronger and
shifts the resonance frequency of the CMUT towards lower values. This causes also
a reduction of the cut-off frequencies. However, this effect affects the absolute band-
width B only slightly.

b) AC Voltage Amplitude and CMUT Bandwidth

In contrast to the DC bias voltage, the AC signal has a remarkable influence on the bandwidth
of the CMUT, as shown in figure 4.16. The lower cut-off frequency is not affected by the
AC signal amplitude, but the higher cut-off frequency is increased with rising AC signal
amplitude. The reason for this is the nonlinear behavior of the CMUT, which increases with
rising AC amplitude. Here, parts of the energy in the drive signal are radiated as ultrasound in
a higher harmonic frequency. Due to the high fractional bandwidth in the range of 100%, the
second harmonic and the fundamental mode overlap and shift the upper −6 dB-frequency to
a higher frequency. In consequence, the measured bandwidth of the CMUT increases.

The possible increase of the fractional bandwidth by increasing the AC amplitude amounts
to less than 10% for this CMUT design. Ideally, the drive signal should be converted into
an acoustic signal without nonlinear distortion. Both, the nonlinearity and the requirements
on the electric driver circuitry rise with increasing AC voltage amplitude. Therefore, the
AC voltage amplitude should be set as low as possible to still achieve the necessary sound
pressure amplitude. However, the use of a high AC voltage can be a tool for increasing the
transducers bandwidth artificially.
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Figure 4.16: Measured fractional bandwidth (send) vs. AC drive voltage at different DC bias
voltages UDC = {0, 0.05, 0.1, ... , 0.9} · UPI
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c) AC and DC Voltages vs. Sound Pressure Amplitude

The bandwidth is relevant for the characterization of the frequency dependent efficiency of a
transducer. But the magnitude of the send sensitivity in the center frequency is important as it
directly impacts the absolute signal to noise ratio in an application. Naturally, the magnitude
of the send sensitivity increases with rising DC and AC voltages. The send sensitivity of the
full drive voltage parameter field is shown in figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.17: Measured send sensitivity HS at the center frequency fm vs. AC drive voltage
at different DC bias voltages UDC = {0, 0.05, 0.1, ... , 0.9} · UPI

For positive AC voltages, there is a nearly linear relation between the send sensitivity of the
CMUT and the DC bias voltage: HS(fm) ∼ UDC . When the AC and DC voltage sum up
to a level close to the pull-in voltage, a saturation appears and the sound pressure does not
increase further. Applying a positive rectangular pulse to a given positive DC voltage, this
saturation effect starts at UDC + UAC = 1.2UPI for the used CMUT design and AC pulse
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Figure 4.18: Measured send sensitivity in the first and higher-order eigenmodes at
UAC = 0.7UPI for different DC bias voltages
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timings. At this level, also an abrupt increase of the send sensitivity at a higher eigenmode
appears as shown in figure 4.18. This fact indicates that, due to the high electrostatic forces,
some CMUTs are pulled in and do not contribute to the sound pressure signal in the first
eigenfrequency.

For negative drive pulses, the send sensitivity |Hs(f)| also rises with increasing DC bias
voltage UDC and AC amplitude UAC . However, the send sensitivity |Hs(f)| is smaller in
comparison to a positive pulse at the same amplitude. This statement is true, as long as the
AC voltage UAC does not overcome the DC bias voltage UDC . Then, the polarization of the
voltage changes for a short time and the drive signal characteristic do alter significantly. The
reason for this is the quadratic relation between voltage U and electrostatic force Fel in the
CMUT (Fel ∼ U2). The send sensitivity is minimized, when UDC ≈ −2UAC .

In practice, a CMOS drive circuit can handle a defined voltage range 0 ≤ U ≤ Umax and
supports a DC bias voltage UDC as well as a rectangular AC pulse UAC . The AC and DC drive
voltages must not exceed Umax, but can be selected arbitrarily apart from the restriction:

0 ≤ UDC + UAC(t) ≤ Umax. (4.25)

Now, two cases have to be distinguished:

• Umax ≥ 1.2UPI :
The best results in terms of linearity and energy efficiency are obtained, when the CMUT is
driven with UDC close to the pull-in voltage UPI and an additional AC pulse, which has the
same polarization as the bias voltage (figure 4.17).

• Umax < 1.2UPI :
In this special case, the use of a positive bias voltage and a negative AC pulse is beneficial.
The highest send sensitivity is achieved by setting UDC = Umax and applying a negative AC
voltage with UAC = −Umax. This generates the highest sound pressure achievable with this
driver, but also a high nonlinear excitation.
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4.4.3 Conclusions

In this section, a method has been shown to measure the send sensitivity of a CMUT cell
based on a sound field correction factor. This makes the result independent from the arrange-
ment and the amount of CMUT cells transmitting in parallel. Besides the measurement of
the absolute send sensitivity of a CMUT design, further parameters such as the bandwidth
are analyzed depending on the electrical drive signals. Additionally, recommendations for
the optimal drive signal are derived from the experiment.

The most efficient way to drive a CMUT with rectangular pulses is using a DC bias voltage
close to the pull-in voltage and an AC pulse with the same polarization as the bias volt-
age. The AC signal amplitude should be as low as possible to reduce the nonlinear transfer
characteristic of the CMUT. For positive rectangular pulses with UAC > 0.5UPI , the limit
UAC + UDC ≈ 1.2UPI should not be exceed, because then CMUTs start pulling in due to
the AC drive voltage. The factor 1.2 slightly changes for different signal shapes, AC voltages
and CMUT designs.

The fractional bandwidth of the CMUT is not affected by the DC bias voltage significantly.
Only a shift in the center frequency fm appears due to the spring stiffening effect. High AC
voltages pretend an increased send sensitivity at high frequencies, which appears due to the
generation of higher harmonics based on the nonlinear character of a CMUT.

A deviant scenario appears, when the electronic driver is limited to a maximum voltage
which is smaller than the pull-in voltage of the CMUT. In this case, a high positive DC volt-
age and a negative pulse amplitude result in the highest sound pressure level achievable.
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4.5 Receive Sensitivity

The receive characteristics of a CMUT can be characterized by different approaches. In all
of them, the CMUT has to be exposed to an ultrasonic signal. In principle two different types
of sound sources are useable to provide this ultrasonic signal:

• either a CMUT of the same design as the CMUT to investigate,
• or a different type of ultrasonic transducer (CMUT, piezo, ...).

The aim is to test different CMUT designs with different send/receive sensitivities and fre-
quency ranges in a comparable setup. Therefore, the utilized sound source for the measure-
ment has to cover the whole frequency range of the CMUT under test to be characterized.
Due to the high bandwidth of a CMUT, it is complicated or even impossible to find a suit-
able single sound source. In [Olc+07] three different sources have been used to measure
the receive sensitivity of a CMUT transducer. Differences of up to 3 dB in receive sensitivity
|Hr(f)| appear at frequencies, where two sources are able to transmit. With this accuracy nei-
ther the −6 dB bandwidth nor the absolute receive sensitivity of the CMUT can be measured.
For this reason, a measurement procedure was developed using the same CMUT design for
send and receive operation.

This section first introduces the measurement setup and the send signal as basis for the mea-
surement of the receive sensitivity. Methods for signal conditioning of the receive signal
are described to reduce noise in the receive signal. Afterwards, the receive sensitivity of
the CMUT is analyzed depending on the incident sound pressure and the DC bias voltage.
Finally, the spectral receive bandwidth of the CMUT is evaluated.

4.5.1 Measurement setup

For the measurements, laboratory equipment is used to drive the send CMUT and acquire
the receive signal from the CMUT. This allows to characterize and compare several CMUT
designs using the same drive and receive measurement chain. An ultrasonic signal is emitted
by a single CMUT array element and received by another single array element. Both array
elements are in the same sensor die and have the same cell design. The emitted sound pres-
sure wave hits a reflector, is sensed by a hydrophone, which is integrated into the reflector
and returns to the receive CMUT as shown in figure 4.19. The reflector is made from plexi-
glass, because this material is not conductive and does not emit ions into the deionized water.
Additionally, its optical transparency facilitates the alignment of the reflector including the
hydrophone in relation to the CMUT. The hydrophone is mounted in the reflector to verify
the sound pressure emitted by the transmitting CMUT and to increase the accuracy of the
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measurement. The use of two neighboring array elements - one for send and one for receive
operation (pitch-catch principle) supersedes the implementation of a send-receive-switch as
it makes the (electrical) setup less complicated.

Figure 4.19: a) Setup for pitch catch measurement (not in scale), b) needle hydrophone
mounted in the reflector

The details of the measurement setup have been shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2. The send
CMUT is driven using a DC source, a signal generator, a power amplifier and a RC bias
tee. The receive path consists of a RC bias tee, a DC source and a current amplifier. The
amplifier is a 40 dB linear amplifier operating from 35 kHz to 2GHz with 50Ω input and
output impedance5. For the signal acquisition an oscilloscope is used.

The measurement was performed at different DC bias voltages for both, the send and the
receive CMUT. Within the measurement, charging effects appeared in the send as well as in
the receive CMUT and varied when the DC bias voltage was changed.

4.5.2 Verification of the Hydrophone Signal Amplitude

The reflector is adjusted in a distance of 6mm from the CMUT (see section 4.3.3) until the
receive signal of the CMUT becomes maximal. Then the reflector is moved in the xT -yT -
plane until the hydrophone signal becomes maximal, too. This indicates, that the hydrophone
is located in the center in front of the send CMUT.

Figure 4.20 shows the drive signals with and without connected receive path on the neigh-
boring CMUT array element. The drive signal is slightly affected by additional electrical

5The current amplifier cividec type C2 is denoted with a lower cut-off frequency of 1MHz but was customized
by the manufacturer to operate above 35 kHz
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parasitic capacities, introduced by bias tee, DC source and current amplifier to the neighbor-
ing CMUT array element. A negative overshoot appears in the signal and the rising edge is
distorted, but the amplitude and general shape are kept.
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Figure 4.20: Drive signal with and without connected receive path

The reflector does not have a significant influence on the hydrophone, as the hole drilled into
the reflector is small in comparison to the diameter of the main lobe of the sound cone. To
verify this statement, the hydrophone signals with and without reflector are compared.

Therefore, a correction is necessary, because the distances for both measurements were
slightly different. The maximum sound pressures at the times tmax,1 and tmax,2 are ascer-
tained and the propagation loss in the far field is approximated with p ∼ 1/r. From these pa-
rameters, a correction factor can be calculated and applied to the hydrophone signal UHyd:

Δt = (tmax,2 − tmax,1), (4.26)

UH,corr(t) = UHyd(t−Δt) · tmax,1

tmax,2

. (4.27)

The hydrophone signals measured in the two experiments are very similar (figure 4.21). This
confirms, that the measured hydrophone signal represents the sound pressure emitted by the
CMUT into free space.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of the signals measured by a hydrophone with and without reflector

4.5.3 Extraction of the Receive Sensitivity

The sound pressure signal emitted by one CMUT array element is measured by the hy-
drophone and reflected to the receive CMUT. In order to calculate the receive sensitivity
HR, the transfer function Tges between the hydrophone signal and the sound pressure on
the surface of the receive CMUT has to be known. The transfer function Tges comprises
the geometric propagation loss Tg, the acoustic material damping Tm and the absorption at
the reflector Tref . All three parts reduce the sound pressure amplitude of the acoustic wave
before it reaches the receive CMUT

Tges =
pCMUT

phyd
≤ Tref · Tg · Tm. (4.28)

An analytic estimation allows to calculate the lowermost signal loss from the hydrophone to
the receive CMUT and is explained in the following.

The acoustic reflection coefficientTref depends on the acoustic impedance of the reflector. In
the setup plexiglass is used with an impedance ZP lex, which is about two times higher than
the impedance of water6 [GG06, p. 383]. From these information, the reflection coefficient
Tref can be calculated:

Tref =
ZP lex − ZH2O

ZP lex + ZH2O

≈ 0.36. (4.29)

The resulting amplitude relation between incident and reflected wave is Tref = 0.36.

6ZH2O = 1.5 ·106 1 kg/(sm2); ZPlex = 3.2 ·106 1 kg/(sm2)
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The ultrasonic signal propagates the distance r from the send CMUT to the hydrophone and
the same distance back to the receive CMUT. As the hydrophone is located in the far field of
the array element, the geometric transmission coefficient becomes

Tg =
dref
2dref

= 0.5 . (4.30)

This coefficient does not depend on the absolute distance between CMUT and reflector dref
and is valid as long as the hydrophone is in the far field of the transducer.

The material damping of the water is 0.002 dB/(MHz cm)[Azh10]. For the short distance
dref of 6mm the material damping corresponds to a frequency-dependent transmission co-
efficientTm(f) ≥ 0.99 from the reflector to the CMUT for the whole frequency range below
100MHz.

The signal loss due to the hole in the reflector is not considered here. Based on this analysis,
the transfer function from the hydrophone to the reflector is:

Tges =
pCMUT

phyd
≤ Tref · Tg · Tm ≈ 0.18 . (4.31)

The receive sensitivity of the CMUT HR can be calculated from the hydrophone signal UHyd,
the CMUT receive signal UR,CMUT and the transfer function Tges:

HR(f) ≥
UR,CMUT (f)

p
Hyd

(f) · Tges

=
F{UR,CMUT (t)}

F{UHyd(t)} ·Hhyd(f) · Tges

. (4.32)

The bandwidth of the sensitivity basically depends on the impedance match between the
CMUT plate and the surrounding medium. Especially for practical use, it makes sense to
find also a single-number indication for the receive sensitivity. Therefore, the peak-to-peak
receive voltage ÛR,CMUT and the hydrophone signal ÛHyd is used:

HR,P2P ≥ ÛR,CMUT

ÛHyd ·Hhyd · Tges

. (4.33)

The accuracy of the measurement results can be increased significantly by calibrating the
system using a reference transducer with known send- and receive sensitivity. This is recom-
mended, when the exact absolute receive sensitivity must be measured. For the comparison
of the receive sensitivity of different CMUT designs, the uncalibrated setup is mostly suffi-
cient.
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4.5.4 Measurement Procedure

Two different types of measurements have to be performed:

• receive sensitivity as function of the incident sound pressure level and
• receive sensitivity as function of to the DC bias voltage.

At first, the incident sound pressure pCMUT is altered and the receive signal of the CMUT
is analyzed. Therefore, the amplitude of the ultrasonic signal pCMUT emitted by the send
CMUT can be varied by changing the DC bias voltage US,DC . In the next step, the send
sound pressure pCMUT (bias voltage of the send CMUT US,DC) is kept constant, while the
bias voltage UR,DC of the receive CMUT is changed. With this procedure, both types of
measurement listed above are addressed. In figure 4.22, measurement 0 to 448 represent one
cycle of the measurement sequence.

One major issue of the CMUT technology is charging. This means, that charge carriers re-
main in the insulating layers within the CMUT, even if no electrical voltage is applied. This
effect changes the characteristics of the CMUT element depending on the previous applied
bias voltage. A second run of the full sequence with inverse AC drive voltage US,AC allows to
identify and monitor this charging effect (measurements #449...896 in figure 4.22). If charg-
ing appears, the results with inverse voltage differ from the previously measured signals.
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Figure 4.22: Measurement sequence used: DC bias voltages US,DC , UR,DC and AC peak-to-
peak drive voltage US,AC vs. measurement number. All values are normalized
on the pull-in voltage UPI

At each measurement (figure 4.22), both the hydrophone signal UHdy and the CMUT UCMUT

receive signal are acquired. In post processing, the peak-to-peak values of both signals are
extracted. From this information, the success of the measurement can be validated including
the fact that no charging effects appeared. Figure 4.23 represents a valid measurement with-
out the influence of charging. The hydrophone signal increases and decreases corresponding
to the send DC bias and the signal is higher, when AC drive and DC bias voltage have the
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same polarization. The CMUT receive voltage follows the hydrophone signal, when the DC
bias of the receive CMUT is not changed. A variation of the receive CMUT’s bias voltage
UR,DC involves a change of the CMUT receive signal as well.
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Figure 4.23: Measurement number (see figure 4.22) and corresponding peak-to-peak voltage
measured by the hydrophone and the receive CMUT

The peak-to-peak values of the signals cannot be used to calculate the receive sensitivity
without further signal processing, as especially the CMUT receive channel is significantly
affected by noise. This is also the reason, why a CMUT receive voltage is measured, even if
the hydrophone does not show a reasonable sound pressure amplitude. The resulting noise
amplitude changes depending on the channel input range of the oscilloscope, which is set
automatically by the measurement algorithm. This means, that only subtracting a constant
noise amplitude from the peak-to-peak signal is not meaningful. In addition, the information
about the phase is lost and no distinction between a positive or negative transient sound
pressure signal is possible.

4.5.5 Signal Conditioning

Mainly the CMUT receive signal is affected by noise. Particularly, at low incident sound
pressure amplitudes and low bias voltages UDC,R on the receive CMUT, the signal-to-noise
ratio becomes lower than 6 dB. For accurate measurement results, the impact of the noise
on the acquired CMUT receive signal must be reduced. The maximum bandwidth of the
receive channel was limited to 200MHz by a high-cut filter in the oscilloscope. However, a
Fourier transform of the receive signal points out massive distortions in the frequency range
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above 60MHz. Thus, a digital finite impulse response (FIR) bandpass filter is used to reduce
parasitic effects and noise as shown in figure 4.24.

a) Time domain signal
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b) Frequency domain signal
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Figure 4.24: Receive signal measured by the CMUT in a) time domain and b) frequency
domain. The signal was filtered using a finite-impulse response (FIR) high-cut
filter

The filtered signal still contains noise. The aim is to remove the influence of the noise from
the measured peak-to-peak amplitude of the ultrasonic signal. At the time before and after
the sound wave impacts the CMUT, only the noise is present on the receive channel and can
be investigated further. A statistical analysis shows, that the acquired sample values follow a
normal distribution (see figure 4.25), when only the noise is present. According to [GG06],
the peak-to-peak value nP2P of a stationary normal distributed signal is approximately six
times the signals standard deviation σn:

nP2P = 6 · σn = 6 · RMS{U(t)}. (4.34)
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For a stationary time signal, the standard distribution equals the root mean square of the
signal.
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Figure 4.25: Probability distribution for the noise value of the CMUT receive channel (gray
bars) and corresponding normal distribution with mean μ = 0 and standard de-
viation σn = RMS{UR,CMUT (t)}.

Accordingly, any peak-to-peak UP2P value extracted from the noisy CMUT receive channel
is corrected by the corresponding noise level nP2P . In addition, a sign is applied to the peak-
to-peak value. If the maximum value of the signal is greater than the absolute value of the
signal’s minimum, the peak-to-peak value is treated as positive, otherwise negative:

Û = UP2P =

⎧⎨
⎩+(max{U(t)} −min{U(t)})− nP2P , if max{U(t)} > |min{U(t}|
−(max{U(t)} −min{U(t)}) + nP2P , if max{U(t)} ≤ |min{U(t}|

.

(4.35)

This allows to keep the information about the polarization of the incident ultrasonic signal.

The application of this noise-canceling to the hydrophone signal UHyd and the CMUT signal
UCMUT significantly improves the quality of the result. From the achieved peak-to-peak
signal values, it is possible to calculate the receive sensitivity even at small bias voltages and
sound pressure amplitudes (figure 4.26).
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Figure 4.26: Corrected peak-to-peak voltage ÛHyd and ÛR,CMUT measured by the hy-
drophone and the receive CMUT respectively (see figure 4.22) for correspond-
ing applied voltages).

4.5.6 Measurement Results

In this section, the results of the receive sensitivity measurement are presented. For each
measurement (see figure 4.26) a receive sensitivity HR,P2P can be calculated according to
equation (4.33). However, a further analysis of the results is necessary, as the CMUT is a
nonlinear device and the absolute incident sound pressure amplitude and the DC bias voltage
have an impact on the send sensitivity. In the first step, the linearity of the CMUT cell is
analyzed depending on the incident sound pressure amplitude. In addition, the influence of
the DC bias voltage on the receive sensitivity of a CMUT is investigated. The last part of this
section shows the spectral bandwidth of the CMUT in receive operation.

a) Receive Sensitivity vs. Incident Sound Pressure

At first, the relation between CMUT receive signal and incident sound pressure shall be
investigated at constant bias voltage. Therefore, the measurement results are used, where
the DC bias voltage of the receive CMUT UR,DC is 60% of the pull-in voltage (UR,DC =

±0.6 UPI). The DC bias of the send CMUT US,DC is altered to change the amplitude of the
sound pressure signal.

The hydrophone signal UHyd scales linear with the incident sound pressure pHyd and the
transfer function Tges between hydrophone and CMUT is a pressure independent constant
(see equation (4.31)). Thus, any nonlinear relation between hydrophone signal and CMUT
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receive signal is generated due to the nonlinear (pressure amplitude-dependent) receive sen-
sitivity of the CMUT.

Figure 4.27 shows the peak-to-peak signal of the CMUT receive voltage over the sound pres-
sure measured at the hydrophone. For small pressure amplitudes, the dynamic deflection of
the CMUT is directly proportional to the sound pressure. This indicates a linear characteris-
tic of the CMUT. This is confirmed by a linear regression Ureg as shown in figure 4.27 with
a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.94:

Ureg = mreg · ÛHyd. (4.36)

For the regression, only measurements with a signal to noise ratio SNR > 6 dB respectively
ÛR,CMUT > 2 · neff have been used.
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Figure 4.27: Receive signal (peak-to-peak) measured by the hydrophone vs. the receive sig-
nal of the CMUT. The DC bias voltage applied to the receiving CMUT was
0.6UPI for all measurements.

From the slope mreg of the regression, the receive sensitivity Hr,P2P can be calculated:

Hr,P2P = mreg ·
1

Hhyd(f) · (Tref · Tg · Tm(f))
. (4.37)

The hydrophone used for the measurements has a sensitivity of 1530 nV/(Pamm2).
Using equation (4.37), the sensitivity of the CMUT element becomes 940 nV/(Pamm2)

at UR,DC = 0.6UPI (without receive amplifier). This shows, that the receive sensitivity of
this CMUT design is comparable to a needle hydrophone as used in this experiment, if the
bias voltage is increased further.
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b) Receive Sensitivity vs. DC Bias Voltage

In the next step, the receive sensitivity Hr,P2P of the CMUT depending on the DC bias
voltage UR,DC is investigated. Physically, the increase of the receive bias has two effects:
The displacement current iΔC created from the capacity change is increased, because more
charge carriers are stored on the electrodes due to the higher bias (see also equation (2.8))

iΔC(t) = UR,DC
dCCMUT (t)

dt
. (4.38)

In addition, the average deflection wavg of the CMUT plate increases due to the electrostatic
force created by the DC bias voltage. Assuming the most general case, that an attractive
force between the two electrodes exists, the derivative of the capacity is a function g(·) of
the incident sound pressure signal and the absolute value of the DC bias voltage

dCCMUT (t)

dt
= εA

d

dt

(
1

dg − wavg(t)

)
= −g(|UR,DC |) · pCMUT (t). (4.39)

A negative sign is added to the function g(·), as a positive bias voltage deflects the CMUT
plate towards the bottom electrode, increases the capacity and creates a negative current
flow (into) the CMUT. According to this convention, the CMUT is an inverting receiver,
(when biased with positive bias voltage). Additionally, a linear relation between incoming
sound pressure pCMUT and the displacement current iΔC is assumed. The validness of this
fact has been shown in the previous paragraph (see also figure 4.27). The (nonlinear) relation
between the bias voltage UR,DC and the dynamic capacity change can be approximated using
a Maclaurin series (Taylor series around the point zero):

iΔC(t) = −UR,DC ·KR · pCMUT (t)

( ∞∑
n=0

an · |UR,DC |n
)

(4.40)

= −KR · pCMUT (t)
∞∑
n=0

an · U (n+1)
R,DC . (4.41)

The value KR is a scalar proportionality constant, which allows to transfer the fraction be-
tween measured current iΔC and incoming sound pressure amplitude into the receive sensi-
tivity Hr,P2P :

KR =
iΔC(t)

pCMUT (t) ·Hr,P2P

, (4.42)

Hr,P2P = −UR,DC

( ∞∑
n=0

an · |UR,DC |n
)
. (4.43)
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This is possible, as both the receive amplifier and the acoustic transfer function from the
hydrophone to the CMUT and the hydrophone itself are assumed as linear.

Equation (4.43) allows to calculate the receive sensitivity of a CMUT, if the parameters an are
known. This is possible by fitting the equation to measurement results. Therefore, the receive
sensitivity is calculated from the measured signals by using equation (4.33). Actually, all
measurements can be used for this analysis, as the CMUT’s receive signal is approximately
direct proportional to the incident pressure as shown in figure 4.27. Only for very small send
signals in combination with a small bias voltage UR,DC , the calculated receive sensitivity is
inaccurate. The reason is the signal to noise ratio in the receive path, which is below 6 dB in
this case.

Figure 4.28 shows the measurement results and a fit of equation (4.43). The achieved fit
curve for n ≤ 3 is sufficient and results in a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.94.

Hr,P2P = a2 · U3
R,DC + a1 · U2

R,DC + a0 · UR,DC (4.44)

Thereby, only data points with a signal to noise ratio SNR > 6 dB are used for the fit.
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Figure 4.28: Receive sensitivity over the DC bias voltage of the receiving CMUT and fit of
equation (4.43).

The measured receive sensitivity of the CMUT design7 yields:

Hr,P2P

1V/MPa
≈ −36.51 ·

(
UDC,R

1V

)3

+ 0.53 ·
(
UDC,R

1V

)2

− 35.63 · UDC,R

1V
. (4.45)

7see design 1 in table B.4
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c) Spectral Bandwidth

In addition to the single value Hr,P2P for the receive sensitivity , also a spectral analysis has
been performed. Therefore, the spectral bandwidth of the receive signal UR,CMUT was inves-
tigated for different DC bias voltages UR,DC . Again, the noise of the CMUT receive channel
becomes an issue when calculating the receive sensitivity in frequency domain. Figure 4.29
shows the spectral amplitude of a CMUT receive signal and the corresponding noise. At fre-
quencies lower than 10MHz, the noise dominates the spectral amplitude. The signal shown
in figure 4.29 represents the highest CMUT receive signal amplitude acquired within the full
measurement cycle. For all other measurements the noise becomes even more dominant.
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The CMUT receive sensitivity was calculated using the cross-spectral density to reduce the
impact of the noise on the transfer function:

HR(f) =
SXY (f)

SXX(f)
=

F{UR,CMUT (t)} · F{U∗
Hyd(t)}

F{UHyd(t)} · F{U∗
Hyd(t)} ·Hhyd(f)

. (4.46)

The resulting spectral curve of the receive sensitivity does not indicate a significant relation
to the applied DC bias voltage UR,DC (figure 4.30). Only the absolute value of the receive
sensitivity increases with rising bias voltage UR,DC applied. This effect has already been
discussed in the previous paragraph b) (see also figure 4.28).
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A quadratic regression in the range between 8 and 20MHz offers to estimate the receive
bandwidth. A −6 dB fractional bandwidth of 110% and a center frequency of 13MHz are
achieved. Small variations of the bandwidth (depending on the DC bias voltage) as shown
in the send sensitivity measurements (figure 4.16) cannot be proven, because the noise pre-
dominates the receive signal.

4.5.7 Conclusions

In section 4.5 a method for the experimental determination of the receive sensitivity of a
CMUT has been presented in this section. The procedure is based on a pitch-catch mea-
surement via a reflector. An embedded hydrophone is used to measure the incident sound
pressure. This allows to use the same CMUT design as ultrasonic reference sound source.
This ability supersedes the selection of another source, which must be able to transmit in the
full frequency bandwidth necessary.

The receive sensitivity of a CMUT design is measured depending on the incident sound
pressure amplitude and applied DC bias voltage. The bandwidth of the receive sensitivity
was determined in frequency domain. For all measurements, the noise level of the receive
path became an issue. Thus, signal post-processing and filtering was necessary for achieving
accurate results. However, improving the receive electronics can further increase the quality
of the results.

The full measurement takes between 20min and 2 h depending on the desired accuracy.
Especially for long measurement durations, charging effects may become present in some
CMUT chips. In this case, the receive sensitivity cannot be identified, but the setup allows
the acoustic investigation of charging.

4.6 Uniformity of a CMUT Array

Caused by manufacturing deviations, small variations of the CMUT characteristics appear
over a wafer. Then, the characteristics of the individual CMUT elements show small dif-
ferences in their eigenfrequency, send- or receive sensitivity. In this section, a measurement
procedure based on the sound field scanning setup is described, which allows to investigate
the (acoustic) equality of CMUT array elements within an 1D-array.
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4.6.1 Basic Approach

The sound field of an ultrasonic transducer based on CMUTs results from the superposition
of the emitted acoustic waves of each individual CMUT cell. Thus, the comparison of the
sound field of the individual array elements within a CMUT array is a reliable indicator for
the equality of the CMUTs all over the array. Additionally, the symmetry of the sound field
of one array element permits an interpretation of the equality of the CMUT cells within the
element.

However, the long measurement duration is a drawback of a full sound field scan. A sound
field scan as shown in figure 4.11 for one array element with adapted spatial resolution takes
10...20min depending on the achieved signal to noise ratio. Then the complete evaluation of
a full array with 128 elements takes about 1...2 days. Additionally, it has to be ensured that
the drive signal does not change, when another channel (with another parasitic capacity) is
connected.

To overcome both problems, but still be able to reliably investigate the equality of a full
array, the sound field scanning is reduced to a 1D-line scan. The measurement of several
array elements is done by connecting them in parallel and driving them simultaneously. The
sound field created by the individual array elements needs to be separated in the scanning
result. Therefore, the array elements are driven in pairs of two with a gap to the next doublet
as shown in figure 4.31. The reason for driving the array elements as doublets is the resulting
directivity of the sound field. The sound field of an array element pair becomes directive in
comparison to the omnidirectional radiation of a single array element. The interspace has to
be large enough in order to separate the created sound fields of each element pair from their
neighbors. For an interspace of two array elements as used in figure 4.31, each individual
array element is accessed after two scans. With this procedure, it is possible to investigate a
full 1D-array within 1 h.
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Figure 4.31: Sound field (simulated) of a 1D CMUT array with array elements emitting in
pairs. Each array element (256µm×1mm) consist of 72 individual sources ra-
diating at 12MHz

The result of the line scan enables to compare the equality of two neighboring CMUT array
elements in detail as well as the diversity over a full transducer. Every proper working doublet
generates a symmetric sound field. The measurement may show an asymmetric sound field
for two reasons.

• Either the sound field is affected by asymmetric side lobes of neighboring doublets at
the edge of the array, or

• some CMUT cells within the array elements of the transmitting doublet have a different
characteristic.

An example is given in figure 4.31, where some CMUTs of the 10th and 14th array element
are treated as broken. In the red curve indicating the sound pressure measured at a line scan,
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both corresponding pairs show an asymmetrical sound pressure level and the sound pressure
in between the doublets drops.

Individual CMUT elements with a different characteristic can be investigated by analyzing
the symmetry. However, a small decrease or increase of the source strength is not clearly
visible in the line scan. A spatial low pass filtering of the sound pressure curve measured
in a line scan allows to extract such (small) trends. The cut-off length of the filter should
equal the distance between two doublets, which ensures to always include the same amount
of transmitting CMUTs for each sampling point. The filtered (blue) sound pressure curve
in figure 4.31 clearly indicates a decreasing sound pressure level with increasing x-position.
The reason for this is the source strength, which descends in x-direction. For real CMUTs,
this effect can appear due to a change in gap or plate thickness which impacts the send
sensitivity.

4.6.2 Measurement Results

Prior the measurement, the sound field scanning setup was adjusted as described in section 4.3.

In the CMUT array, 32 out of 128 array elements have been connected to the drive signal.
They were arranged by groups of two connected and six unconnected elements as represented
by the active array element numbers: {5; 6; 13; 14; 21; 22; ...; 117; 118; 125; 126}. The gap of
six array elements allows to separate the signal for each radiating pair of array elements. A
smaller gap then six elements is possible, but the number of CMUT elements connected in
parallel was limited to 32 by the power of the RF amplifier (see section 4.2.3).

Using this setup, a line scan in x-direction within the x-z-plane was done resulting in the
measured peak-to-peak sound pressure over position xt (gray line in figure 4.32) . It is
important that the step width of the hydrophone in x-direction is smaller than half of the
wavelength of the ultrasonic signal and smaller than half of the array element size to meet
the Nyquist-theorem in space. The equality of the CMUT array can be seen after low-pass
filtering the sound pressure curve in space (black line in figure 4.32).

The results shown in figure 4.32 indicate a very uniform behavior of the CMUTs within the
1D array on one side of the array (position xt ≥ 0mm). The maximum variation of the trend
curve is less than 1.2 dB for xt ≤ 0mm, which is in the range of the uncertainty of the hy-
drophone measurement. On the other side of the array (xt ≥ 0mm), a clear maximum and
a minimum of the sound pressure appear. Here, various effects could play a role. Resonance
frequencies of the individual array elements have been measured on wafer level by electrical
impedance measurements and do not change significantly over the array. This means that
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the plate structure of the CMUT is very uniform for each array element. A thickness mea-
surement on the wafer of the SiO2 insulation layer showed a variation of circa 5% within
the chip. Due to the fact that only 16 thickness measurement points all over the wafer have
been collected, it remains unclear, if this is the only reason for the change in the sound pres-
sure. The measurement of the pull-in voltage of each array element offers more information.
However, charging effects, which appear especially when the CMUTs are pulled in, make a
reliable conclusion impossible.
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Figure 4.32: Sound pressure at position yt = 0 and zt = 5mm depending on the azimuthal
position (azimuthal line scan). Gray: measured sound pressure (peak-to-peak),
black: spatial trend

Nevertheless, the result validates the usability of this chip for beamforming. The sound pres-
sure in figure 4.32 shows a repetitive pattern and the amplitude is in a range within 5 dB.
The low-pass filtered curve can be used as amplitude correction factor in send operation to
ensure a uniform sound pressure deviation all over the array.
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THE electrical impedance is a significant parameter for the characterization of a CMUT,
as properties having an impact on the dynamic movement of the plate also affect the

electrical impedance of the CMUT. Additionally, the electrical impedance is the decisive
parameter for the development of drive- and receive electronics.

In this chapter, a novel analytic model for the electrical impedance is described and validated
by simulation and measurement results. Additionally, performance parameters are extracted
from impedance measurements by using analytic models. A method for a quality assessment
based on the electrical impedance is presented, which is developed to be used in a production
environment for monitoring the quality of the CMUT.
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5.1 Analytical Model

For a better understanding and analysis of the electrical impedance of a CMUT, an analytical
model was developed. At first, the Butterworth-van-Dyke model is explained as state of the
art approach to describe the electrical impedance of a CMUT cell. Afterwards, the new ana-
lytic model is presented. The modeling approach is based on a mass-spring-damper system,
which is coupled to a dynamic capacity. For a verification, the model is solved in time and
frequency domain and the results will be compared to a FE-model.

5.1.1 Butterworth-van-Dyke Model

The electrical impedance Z of a CMUT defines the ratio between the voltage drop U over
a CMUT element and the current i flowing into the CMUT. From the electrical impedance,
basic characteristics such as the acoustic bandwidth in air or the mechanical resonance fre-
quency can be obtained. The impedance analysis of CMUTs originates from the electro
mechanical description of piezoelectric transducers. The so-called Butterworth-van-Dyke
(BvD) equivalent circuit model describes the impedance of a resonant oscillator by an elec-
trical circuitry. It consists of a capacitor CP (dielectric properties, a capacitor CS (mechanical
dynamic mass), a coil LS (mechanical stiffness) and a resistor RS (mechanical damping). In
[Par+11] an extended BvD for CMUT is shown, which offers an even better fit to the mea-
sured impedance curve of CMUT. Both versions are shown in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Butterworth-van-Dyke equivalent circuit model: Ordinary (a) and extended for
CMUT (b)
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Characteristic parameters of the BvD are the static capacity Cp and the resonance frequen-
cies f0,1 and f0,2, where f0,1 is the open-circuit (parallel) and f0,2 the short circuit (serial)
resonance:

f0,1 =
1

2π
·

√
LS · (CS + CP )

CSCP

, (5.1)

f0,2 =
1

2π
·
√

1

LSCS

. (5.2)

However, the BvD offers a decent model of a resonating CMUT at a specific operating point
for a given drive signal and can be easily used in circuit design. It does not cover the impact
of the AC and DC drive voltage, the spring-softening effect and the nonlinearity. So, the BvD
representation for a CMUT describes the linearized characteristic of a CMUT cell at defined
drive conditions.

The aim is now to overcome these limitations by creating a better analytic representation of
a CMUT.

5.1.2 Modeling Approach

The bending of a CMUT plate can be described by a superposition of the mechanical eigen-
modes of the CMUT. For squared and circular CMUT plates, the 1st and the 5th eigenmode
have an impact on the CMUT’s capacity, because their average displacement over the CMUT
plate is not zero (table 5.1). In air, the CMUT has a very low bandwidth and the eigenfre-
quencies differ significantly. Thus, no modal coupling between the modes appears and only
the first eigenmode of the CMUT is relevant to calculate the first impedance peak.

Table 5.1: Frequency and deflection of different eigenmodes for a squared and circular
CMUT geometry with clamped edges, normalized to the first eigenfrequency.

Squared geometry [Lei73]
Order of eigenmode 1 2; 3 4; 5 6
Eigenfrequency f0,i/f0,1 1 2.0 3.0 3.66
Average deflection w/wmax 0.3 0 0 0.15

Circular geometry [Lei69]
Order of eigenmode 1 2; 3 4; 5 6
Eigenfrequency f0,i/f0,1 1 2.1 3.4 3.9
Average deflection w/wmax 0.32 0 0 0.14
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The CMUT plate itself is a linear mechanical system because the deflection is small in com-
parison to the plate dimensions. The deflection wA of a mechanical system in a linear eigen-
mode can be completely expressed by a damped spring-mass system with one degree of
freedom and the eigenvector of the mode (modal decomposition). The deflection wA of this
simple mass oscillator is directly coupled to the capacity CA.

Figure 5.2: Electromechanic model for the dynamic capacity of a CMUT

5.1.3 Time Domain Solution

The time domain solution allows to calculate the complex impedance curve from a given
voltage signal U(t), the mechanical (angular resonance frequency ω0 of the CMUT, the
modal damping coefficient DA and the modal capacity change CA. To also include the non-
linearity of the CMUT, a factor KSH has to be added.

Starting from the electrical circuit in figure 5.2, the capacity can be expressed by

C(t) = C0 + CA(t). (5.3)

To determine the coupling between deflection w(t) and capacity CA(t), the approximation
of a plate capacitor is used. The capacity change due to a deflection wA(t) of a CMUT with
an effective gap deff is then (for a vacuum gap):

CA(wA, deff ) = C (deff − wA(t))− C(deff )

=
ε0 · Aequ

deff − wA(t)
− ε0 · Aequ

deff

=
ε0 · Aequ

d2eff − deffwA(t)
wA(t).

(5.4)
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For small deflections in comparison to the effective gap (wA(t) � deff ), the dynamic capac-
ity change CA is nearly proportional to the deflection wA:

CA(wA, deff ) ≈
ε0 · Aequ

d2eff
wA(t). (5.5)

For large deflections, equation (5.4) shows the limitations of the linear model. For a com-
pensation, a nonlinear scaling factor could be introduced, wherefore the effective gap of the
CMUT must be known. Another possibility to include the nonlinear relation between dis-
placement and capacity is adding a term for the second harmonic generation. This approach
is used in this model here.

The relation between the dynamic capacity change CA(t) and the average deflection of the
plate w(t) is now analyzed depending on the applied drive voltage. In the first step, the aver-
age displacement wA(t) is calculated from the electrostatic force F (t). The transfer function
hw/F (t) between both parameters describes the mechanical mass-spring-damper system.

hw/F (t) = K0 · e−tDAω0 · sin(ω0t), (5.6)

wA(t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
hw/F (t− τ)F (τ)dτ. (5.7)

Assuming that the capacity is proportional to the displacement CA(t) = K1 · w(t) and the
electrostatic force is proportional to the square of the drive voltage F (t) = K2 · U2(t),
equation (5.7) becomes:

CA(t) = K1wA(t) = K1

∫ ∞

−∞
hw/F (t− τ)K2U

2(τ))dτ. (5.8)

Summing up all constant scalar factors to a parameter K and expanding the transfer function
hw/F (t) leads to

CA(t) = K

∫ ∞

−∞
U2(t− τ)

(
e−τDAω0 sin(ω0τ)

)
dτ. (5.9)

To determine the factor K, design parameters of the CMUT (such as the effective gap) are
necessary. If they are not known, K can be set as the normalized modal amplitude of the
dynamic capacity CA(ω) at the resonance frequency ω0

K = CA(ω0)
Hw/F (ω0)

U2(ω0)
, (5.10)

CA(t) =
CA(ω0)

U2(ω0) · 2Dω0

√
1−D2

∫ ∞

−∞
U2(t− τ)

(
e−τDAω0 sin(ω0τ)

)
dτ. (5.11)
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Equation (5.11) allows to calculate the dynamic capacity change in time domain. Therefore,
the damping coefficientDA, the resonance frequency ω0 and the dynamic capacity change in
the resonance frequency have to be known. If also the CMUTs nonlinear characteristic shall
be added to the model, equation (5.4) needs to be analyzed in more detail. It is not possible
to implement this equation directly into the transfer function, because then the convolution
cannot be solved analytically. A possibility to overcome this problem is using a Taylor ap-
proximation:

T

{
1

deff
− 1

deff − wA(t)

}
=

n=∞∑
n=1

wn
A(t)

dn+1
eff

(5.12)

Implementing equation (5.12) up to the second coefficient into equation (5.11) allows to also
include the nonlinearity between displacement and capacity change.

CA,NL(t) =
CA(ω0)

U2(ω0) · 2Dω0

√
1−D2

·
∫ ∞

−∞
U2(t− τ)

[(
e−τDAω0 sin(ω0τ)

)
+

KSH

2

(
e−τDAω0 sin(ω0τ)

)2]
dτ

(5.13)

Using trigonometric identities and removing constant offsets, as they are time-independent
and therefore part of C0, shows the effect of the nonlinearity: a second harmonic is gener-
ated.

KSH indicates, which fraction of the drive signal is transferred into the second harmonic,
because the capacity change is not linearly dependent from the plate deflection. Thus, KSH

also depends on the applied drive voltage.

From the capacity change, now the current flow into the CMUT can be calculated for a
known drive voltage US(t):

iIA(t) = US(t)
dC(t)

dt
+ C(t)

dUS(t)

dt
. (5.14)

The current flow iIA is calculated by inserting either equation (5.11) (linear representation) or
equation (5.13) (nonlinear representation) into equation (5.14).Then the fraction of the spec-
tral drive voltage and spectral current flow deliver the impedance in frequency domain:

Z(ω) =
F{US(t)}
F{iIA(t)}

. (5.15)
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With this approach, the impedance can be calculated for any drive signal shape. Also, the
implementation in a SPICE simulator is possible, which allows to use the model for the
design of electrical drive and receive circuitry for CMUT. In addition, it has potential to
be a full representation of a CMUT in immersion as the model allows the extraction of the
mechanical impedance of the CMUT plate. However, this is only possible by either provide
the dimensions of the CMUT or measure the impedance at several AC and DC voltages. In
this case, it has to be ensured, that no charging effects appear.

5.1.4 Validation Based on the Hybrid Simulation Model

For the validation of the analytical impedance model solved in time domain, the electrical
impedance of a CMUT cell was simulated using the developed hybrid CMUT model (see
section 3.3).
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Figure 5.3: Impedance of a CMUT, simulated using the hybrid CMUT simulation model
(section 3.3)and fitted impedance curve of the analytical impedance model (time
domain, nonlinear). All simulation parameters are listed in figure A.1
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The impedance was calculated from the drive voltage and current flow into the CMUT. All
design, input and result data is shown in figure A.1. Based on the known drive voltage, the
analytical model for the impedance of the CMUT in time domain was fit to the simulation
result of the hybrid FE-based model.

A best-fit algorithm with the parameters Cm, CA, DA, f0 and KSH delivers a very good
agreement between the impedance curves (figure 5.3). Only in the phase information small
differences appear.

5.1.5 Frequency Domain Solution

Still depending on the input signal, the model is difficult to solve analytically in time domain.
The aim of this section is to find an analytical solution directly in the frequency domain,
which also represents the impedance measurement result from an impedance analyzer. The
measurement procedure and results will be discussed in section 5.2.1 in more detail. For
the following solution, it has to be considered, that the impedance analyzer performs a sine
sweep and only evaluates the impedance at the current sweep frequency. For transferring the
solution of the analytic impedance model into the frequency domain, a sinusoid input voltage
and corresponding capacity change are used:

US(t, ω) = UDC + UACe
jωt, (5.16)

C(t, ω) = Cm + |CA(ω)|ejωt+ϕ. (5.17)

The current flow can be calculated by inserting these equations into equation (5.14):

i(t, ω) = jωUACCme
jωt︸ ︷︷ ︸

Static capacity

+ jωUDC |CA(ω)|ej(ωt+ϕ(ω))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dynamic capacity

+ j2ω|CA(ω)|UACe
j(2ωt+ϕ(ω))︸ ︷︷ ︸

Second harmonic

.

(5.18)

Based on equations (5.16) and (5.18), the impedance Z is:

Z(t, ω) =
UDC + UACe

jωt

jωUACCmejωt + jωUDC |CA(ω)|ej(ωt+ϕ(ω)) + j2ω|CA(ω)|UACej(2ωt+ϕ(ω))
.

(5.19)

The impedance analyzer performs a sine sweep. For that reason, the influence of the static,
dynamic and second harmonic component of the capacity is separated in the measured
impedance curve (figure 5.4).
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Figure 5.4: Measured impedance curve (magnitude and phase) vs. frequency using a sine
sweep as voltage excitation signal.

The current and, therefore, the impedance consists of three parts as also shown in figure 5.4.
The first and dominating contribution is caused by the static capacity, which is charged and
discharged by the applied AC voltage. The second part represents the current, which flows
due to the capacity change within the CMUT and, therewith, represents the dynamic be-
havior of the CMUT plate. The third part is a second harmonic, which is generated by the
superposition of the drive voltage and the capacity change. As the second harmonic oscillates
at twice the excitation frequency, the impedance analyzer is not sensitive to this component
while measuring the first harmonic. Respecting this fact, the measured current iIA of the
impedance analyzer iIA becomes:

iIA(ω, t) = jω
(
UACCme

jωt + UDC |CA(ω)|ej(ωt+ϕ(ω))
)
. (5.20)

From this equation, a closed analytical form for the complex impedance ZIA measured by
the impedance analyzer can be obtained:

ZIA(ω) =
U IA(ω)

iIA(ω)
=

UACe
jωt

jω (UACCmejωt + UDC |CA(ω)|ej(ωt+ϕ(ω)))

=
1

jω
· UAC

UACCm + UDC |CA(ω)|ejϕ(ω)
. (5.21)

Here, the time-dependency disappears due to the simplification of ignoring the second har-
monic generation. The parameters UAC and UDC are the voltages applied in the impedance
measurement. The capacity Cm can be obtained by a static capacity measurement. The mag-
nitude of the frequency-dependent capacity |CA(ω)| and the corresponding phase angle ϕ(ω)
are the more interesting quantities, as they are directly linked to the mechanical characteris-
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tics of the plate. Therefore, they are coupled to the transfer function Hw/F (ω) of the mass-
spring-damper system:

Hw/F (ω) =
wA(ω)

FA(ω)
=

1

(jω)2 MA + jωDA +KA

=
1

MA

· 1

ω2
0 − ω2 + 2jDAω0ω

. (5.22)

Equation (5.22) is the modal form of the transfer function of a damped spring mass oscil-
lator. Three parameters have to be determined: the (undamped) resonance frequency ω0, the
damping ratio DA and the modal dynamic mass MA.

To transfer the dynamic capacity into frequency domain, equation (5.5) is used:

|CA(ω)|e−jϕ(ω) = F {CA(t, wA, deff )}

= F
{

ε0 · Aequ

d2eff − deffwA(t)
wA(t)

}
≈ F

{
ε0 · Aequ

d2eff
wA(t)

}
.

(5.23)

Using a variable K4 to replace all constant parameters in equation (5.23) the linearized dy-
namic capacity CA becomes proportional to the deflection wA:

|CA(ω)|e−jϕ(ω) = K4F{wA(t)}. (5.24)

For large deflections, equation (5.23) shows the limitations of the linear model and cannot
be applied.

Using the modal capacity change CA,0 = CA(ω0), which represents the dynamic capacity
oscillation only at the resonance frequency, eliminates the constant K4:

|CA(ω)|e−jϕ(ω) = CAd,0

wA(ω)

wA(ω0)
. (5.25)

Now, the transfer function from equation (5.22) of the mass-spring-damper system can be
inserted:

|CA(ω)|e−jϕ(ω) = CA,0

F (ω)

F (ω0)

Hw/F (ω)

Hw/F (ω0)
. (5.26)

The impedance analyzer performs a sweep with constant UAC-voltage amplitude. Therefore,
the spectral amplitude of the force is constant:

F (ω) ∼ U2(ω) = U2
AC . (5.27)
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Then, the dynamic capacity change CA becomes:

|CA(ω)|ejϕ(ω) = CAd,0 ·
2Dω2

0 ·
√
1−D2

ω2
0 − ω2 + 2jDAω0ω

. (5.28)

The resulting value for |CA(ω)| is accurate, but linearized in the operating point for both,
voltage excitation and the relation between deflection and capacity. Inserting equation (5.28)
in equation (5.21) allows to analytically calculate the impedance curve of a CMUT:

ZIA(ω) =
1

jω
· UAC

UACCm + UDCCA,0 ·
2Dω2

0 ·
√
1−D2

ω2
0−ω2+2jDAω0ω

. (5.29)

Four parameters describing the electrical and mechanical characteristics of the CMUT and
two parameters for the corresponding drive voltages are used:

• the parallel capacity (including parasitic capacities) Cm,
• the capacity change CA,0 in the (damped) resonance frequency,
• the mechanic and acoustic damping coefficient DA,
• the undamped angular eigenfrequency ω0,
• the DC bias voltage UDC

• the amplitude of applied excitation voltage UAC .
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5.2 Measurement and Analysis of the Electrical
Impedance

The electrical impedance measurement is often the first characterization step, as no immer-
sion is necessary and a basic acoustic characterization is possible from the knowledge of the
impedance curve.

5.2.1 Measurement of the Electrical Impedance

For all impedance measurements, a Wayne Keer 6520B impedance analyzer was used. How-
ever, the device is able to deliver a bias voltage only up to 40V, which is too low for the char-
acterization of most of the CMUT designs. Thus, an external bias tee was used as specified in
figure B.2 [Agi09, Figure 5-46]. With a 1µF blocking capacitor it is useable in the frequency
range above 50 kHz. After calibration, the bias tee allows to measure the impedance up to a
frequency of 35MHz. The reason for this is the low-pass character between the input voltage
and the voltage at the device under test (DUT) of the bias tee as shown in figure 5.5. The
voltage transfer function Hf was measured with a sine sweep at an amplitude of 1V, as the
impedance analyzer also uses the same signal to measure the impedance of the DUT.
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Figure 5.5: Voltage transfer function of the bias tee for impedance measurements with a load
of 20 pF

The full lab setup is shown in figure 5.6. The impedance analyzer and a DC voltage source
are connected to the self-built bias tee. A chip socket is soldered on a printed circuit board
(PCB), where the CMUT chip is mounted. The array element to be measured can be selected
by multi-pin connector on the PCB. The impedance analyzer is calibrated by inserting the
calibration standards directly into the chip socket. Thus, the measured impedance contains
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not only the impedance of the CMUTs, but also the ones of the chip carrier, the wire bonds
and the parasitic impedances within the CMUT chip.

a) Schematic representation of measurement setup

b) Photo of measurement setup used

Figure 5.6: Schematic and photograph impedance measurement setup for packaged CMUT
chips (see also table B.5)

The measurement time is basically defined by the sweep time and the number of frequency
bins. To increase the quality of the results at a minimum measurement duration, two measure-
ments are performed. First, a very wide frequency range is scanned with low resolution and
the maximum of the phase of the impedance max(arg{Z}) is identified. The corresponding
frequency indicates the resonance frequency f0 of the CMUT. Then the range around f0 is
scanned again with a higher spectral resolution and the results of both scans are merged.

The full setup is controlled by a self-built Matlab/C#-based interface, which allows to con-
figure all device parameters and to run the measurement automatically.
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Figure 5.7 shows a typical result of an impedance measurement at different bias voltages for
one array element. Aside from the CMUT’s resonance frequency, the device acts like a static
capacitor and the impedance can be described by:

Z =
1

2πf · C0

. (5.30)

Reaching the resonance frequency, the magnitude of the impedance first decreases to a min-
imum (resonance f01), then rises to a local maximum (antiresonance at f02) and returns to
the impedance curve of the static capacity. The phase of the impedance reaches a maximum
(inductive) value in between the two resonance frequencies f01 and f02. With increasing bias
voltage, the impedance peak increases, as the same plate displacement creates a larger ca-
pacity change. Also, the resonance frequency of the CMUT decreases with rising DC bias
voltage due to the spring-softening effect [Loh05]. As the CMUTs at the center, edge and cor-
ner of an array element have a different boundary stiffness, the resulting resonance frequency
change due to the spring softening is different. The CMUT cells of unequal characteristics
within an array element can be separated in the impedance curve, because more than one
impedance peak occurs.
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Figure 5.7: Measured impedance of one array element at different bias voltages
(CMUT design 1 in table B.6).
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5.2.2 Analysis using the Analytical Impedance Model

The measured impedance curves have been analyzed using the analytical model described
in section 5.1.5. In figure 5.8, the measured impedance and the fitted curve are shown for
different bias voltages. For the measurement, a drive voltage of UAC = 1V was used. In
table 5.2 the resulting parameters are listed according to the curves in figure 5.8. The CMUT
design parameters are shown in table B.6, design 1.
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Figure 5.8: Measured and fitted magnitude and phase of the impedance for one array element
at different bias voltages at UAC = 1V (see also table 5.2, design 1)

Table 5.2: Resulting fit parameters for approximating the model to measured impedance
curves at different drive voltages UDC and UAC . The values correspond to one full
CMUT array element with 110 CMUTs operating in parallel (table 5.2, design 1).

UAC 0.5V 1.0V

UDC Cm |CAd,0| DA f0 Cm |CAd,0| DA f0

[V] [pF] [fF] [ - ] [MHz] [pF] [fF] [ - ] [MHz]
20.0 36.48 131 0.0162 10.33 36.22 264 0.0162 10.33
25.0 36.45 169 0.0157 10.29 36.16 346 0.0157 10.28
30.0 36.49 207 0.0153 10.22 36.19 426 0.0160 10.22
35.0 36.51 239 0.0153 10.16 36.20 484 0.0173 10.15
40.0 36.56 278 0.0154 10.09 36.20 562 0.0182 10.07

Table 5.2 demonstrates the reaction of the CMUT for different drive voltages. With rising AC
and DC voltage, the dynamic capacity |CAd,0| increases, because the dynamic deflection of
the plate becomes larger. The resonance frequency f0 drops with increasing bias voltage due
to the electrostatic spring-softening effect. The static capacity Cm is nearly constant at low
DC levels. Here, it has to be taken into account, that, due to the linearization, the dynamic
capacity counteracts the rise of the static capacity Cm in the model.
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5.2.3 Measurement Results

a) Resonance Frequency and Pull-in Voltage

The impedance measurement in air allows to measure both, the resonance frequency f0 and
the pull-in voltage UPI of a CMUT. Therefore, the DC bias voltage UDC is increased until the
resonant peak of the first eigenmode disappears. Also, an extrapolation of the pull-in voltage
UPI from the spring-softening effect is possible by measuring the resonance frequency at
different bias voltages. Then equation (5.31) can be fitted to find the parameters UPI and the
resonance frequency f0 at zero DC bias voltage [Loh05, equ (3.84)]:

UPI = UDC · 3− frel
2

3
√
3

√
3− f 2

rel

1− f 2
rel

; (5.31)

frel =
f0(UDC = UDC)

f0(UDC = 0V)
. (5.32)
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Figure 5.9: Resonance frequency f0 determined from measured impedance curves (table 5.2,
design 1) using the analytic impedance model from section 5.1.5 and fit of
equation (5.31)

The prediction of the pull-in voltage UPI is accurate, even if only resonance frequencies are
measured at bias voltages between 15% and 70% of the pull-in voltage UPI are used as data
basis for a function fit. For small bias voltages, no distinguishable resonant peak could be
extracted from the impedance measurements, which makes the resonance frequency difficult
to identify. At high bias voltages, more than one peak appears in the impedance curve, as
within one array element the CMUTs at the center, edge and corner are slightly different. In
such cases, the fit of the analytical impedance model is not possible, as only one degree of
freedom (and therefore one CMUT cell type) is supported.
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b) Quality Factor

Especially for CMUTs in air-borne applications, the quality factor in air is an important
physical property. However, the quality factor is usually calculated by fitting a Butterworth-
van-Dyke equivalent circuit to a measured impedance curve (see section 5.1.1). Then either
the short- or the open-circuit resonance is used to calculate the quality factor Q [Par+11].
Physically, there is only one resonance - the bending of the plate in its eigenmode. The
supposed two resonance frequencies (open- and short-circuit resonance) in the impedance
curve are no mechanical resonant phenomena. They appear due to the frequency-dependent
phase shift ϕ(ω) between excitation voltage and plate displacement.

The quality factor Q is the fraction of the mechanical energy stored in the plate and the
energy loss of the plate. Both are directly linked to the damping coefficient DA derived by
the analytical impedance model (see figure 5.2):

Q =
f0
B

=
1

2DA

. (5.33)

The quality factor Q of the measured CMUT array (table 5.2) amounts to about 30 and does
not significantly change with the applied voltages.

c) Coupling Coefficient

The coupling coefficient kT describes the transformation ratio between mechanical energy
Emech and the total energy Etotal stored in the CMUT. This equals the ratio between the so
called fixed Cs and free capacity CT at a given DC voltage [Yar+03].

k2
T =

Emech

Etotal

= 1− CS

CT

. (5.34)

The coupling coefficient k2
T compares the parasitic capacity of a CMUT with the dynamic

capacity. Here, the current transfer function Hi is used as equivalent parameter. It is defined
as relation between the current iA created due to the capacity change and the total current
flow at the CMUT. Thereby the total current consists of the flow iS due to the (parasitic)
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static capacity and the flow iA caused by the dynamic capacity change. For a sinusoidal
drive voltage, the current flow becomes:

iS = Cm
dU

dt
= 2πf0 · UACCm cos (2πf0t) , (5.35)

iA = UDC
dC

dt
= 2πf0 · UDC |CAd,0| cos (2πf0t) . (5.36)

The transfer function Hi determines the electrical efficiency of a CMUT. It shows, which
fraction of the current delivered by an electrical source is converted into a dynamic capacity
change:

Hi =
iA

iS + iA
=

|CAd,0| · UDC

Cm · UAC + |CAd,0| · UDC

. (5.37)
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Figure 5.10: Current transfer function Hi for one CMUT array element based on measure-
ments for different drive voltages UAC (design 1 of table 5.2).

Figure 5.10 shows clearly, that the amount of current iA due to the dynamic deflection of the
CMUT plate rises with increasing bias voltage UDC . Increasing the AC voltage UAC does
not lead to a more effective transducer, as long as the assumption of a linear regime holds.

To compare different CMUT designs, the transfer function Hi provides an information about
the displacement at the resonance frequency. As discussed in section 3.2, also the bandwidth
of the transducer has to be evaluated. The gain-bandwidth product GBP is adopted to this
methodology by multiplying the current transfer function Hi with the fractional bandwidth
of the CMUT1.

GBPi = Hi ·
B

f0
= Hi · 2DA =

2DA · |CAd,0|UDC

CmUAC + |CAd,0|UDC

(5.38)

1The transformation GPB → GBPi inherits also a change of the unit from [VHz] to [-].
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Figure 5.11: Gain-bandwidth product GBPi based on measurements for different plate thick-
nesses and plate diameters (see also table 5.2)

The evaluation of GBPi over the bias voltage confirms the conclusions from section 3.2,
that changing the plate diameter has major impact on the resonance frequency, but has minor
effect on the acoustic characteristics (in air) within the given design space. The CMUTs with
a thinner plate offer a higher value of GBPi and transfer more electrical energy into acoustic
energy. The main reason for this is the better adaption of the mechanical impedance of the
plate to the acoustic impedance of air.

The analytic model for the impedance of CMUT allows to determine the main character-
istics of the CMUT design in air such as resonance frequency, nonlinearity and bandwidth
in air and compare different CMUT design variants to each other. An adaption of the gain-
bandwidth product is established as indicator for the electroacoustic efficiency of CMUTs.

5.3 Electrical Wafer Level Impedance Test for Chip
Quality Investigation

This section is based on results already published in [Kle+15a].

In a production environment, it is necessary to verify the quality and proper functioning of
the extraditable CMUT chips. Therefore, in principle two methods are useable.
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The first one is the extraction of acoustic parameters such as send and receive sensitivity and
compare them against a previously defined limit. This is the most reliable way on validating
parameters given in a data sheet or specification book, but also the most complex method.
In addition, it is difficult to verify the acoustic properties of a CMUT which is desired to
operate in immersion without the real acoustic load before packaging.

For the second method, one CMUT design, which fulfills all the required specifications, can
be treated as reference. Then, all further produced devices are compared against this refer-
ence. An indicator for the comparison has to be chosen, which inherits all relevant acoustic
characteristics. In case of CMUTs, the impedance can be an indicator to use, as it is influ-
enced by the electrical, mechanical and acoustical characteristic of the CMUT.

The effect of deviations in production on the electrical impedance is shown in table 5.3.
A full acoustic characterization of a CMUT cell (especially in immersion) only from the
electrical impedance is not possible, as the acoustic load and the drive voltages differ from
the real application. Thus, differences in the impedance to a previous tested and characterized
CMUT as reference allow to completely verify the equality of the acoustic characteristics and
is a sufficient criterion for a chip quality assessment.

Table 5.3: Influence of fabrication tolerances on the electrical impedance of CMUT.

Effect Possible Causes

Drift of ω0 Variation in
• thickness,
• shape and anchor,
• or stress

of the mechanical plate.

Change of |Z| Variation of
• gap height,
• thickness of dielectrics,
• material properties of dielectrics,
• parasitic capacities.

Very high |Z|
(|Z|>100 kΩ, f>1MHz)

• The array element is broken.
• The probe tips do not properly contact

the bond pad.

Extreme low |Z|
(|Z|<10Ω, f<100MHz)

Broken CMUT cell creates an electrical short
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5.3.1 Measurement Setup

The measurement setup used for the electrical impedance test as depicted in figure 5.12 is
comparable to the configuration in figure 5.6. The bias tee is connected to probe needles
(tungsten probe tips with 0.35µm diameter), which contact the bond pads on the CMUT
wafer. A semi-automatic probe station (Cascade Microtech PA200) and the software package
Patmos2 realize the automated stepping to measure the CMUT chips all over the wafer.

Figure 5.12: Wafer level impedance test setup

The measurement duration is a critical factor of the test, as one wafer contains 14,464 testable
CMUT array elements for the used design. The test duration is basically dominated by the
sweep time of the impedance analyzer.

The impedance analyzer supports four speed modes, which define the excitation time per
frequency bin. To achieve an equilibrium state, the measurement speed level “fast” has to
be used. Then the resulting impedance curve does not differ significantly from the measure-
ment results obtained in “medium” or “slow” mode. The center frequency of the CMUTs to
measure was greater than 3MHz. Assuming a fractional bandwidth in air of about 10%, the
minimum bandwidth is 300 kHz. Therefore, a minimal spectral resolution of about 15 kHz
is used to cover the dynamic area of the CMUT with at least 20 frequency bins. Thus, the
measurement was performed with 200 frequency bins for the full impedance curve. By mea-
suring only 41 out of 128 array elements within a chip, the measurement duration for one
wafer becomes less than three days. To verify that the outer elements within the array are
working properly, the outer 10 elements and in between, every fifth element was tested (see
figure 5.13).

2Software package to control the measurement setup; in-house developed by Fraunhofer IPMS
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Figure 5.13: Measured array elements within one CMUT array

5.3.2 Processing of Impedance Curves

As discussed in the preface of section 5.3, the impedance data contains all characteristic
information about the CMUT. The aim is to compare the measured impedance curve against
a reference to generate a statement about the fabrication quality of the CMUT. Therefore,
two different approaches are feasible.

• The two curves of the complex impedance are compared as abstract mathematical
function without further physical interpretation. Therefore, a coherence analysis is de-
veloped and delivers a single number quality factor.

• A second possibility is the fit of lumped element models and a subsequent analysis of
the resulting lumped parameters. This allows to derive a statement about the dynamic
characteristics of the measured CMUT array element and derive a statement about the
quality of the CMUT as well.

Both methods are introduced and explained here. The results of the analysis are shown in
section 5.3.3.

a) Coherence Criterion as Quality Factor

The coherence γ2 of two signals (x1, x2) represents the cross spectral density between two
signals:

γ2(x1, x2) =
|〈F {x1(t)}F {x2(t)}∗〉|2

〈|F {x1(t)} |2〉 · 〈|F {x2(t)} |2〉
. (5.39)

The coherence equals one (γ2 = 1) if a linear relation is present between the two signals
and zero (γ2 = 0) in case of complete linear independence between the signals. The idea is
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using the coherence γ2 as an indicator for the equality of two measured impedance curves
(Zk, Z l):

γ2(Zk, Z l) =
|〈F {Zk}F {Z l}∗〉|

2

〈|F {Zk} |2〉 · 〈|F {Z l} |2〉
. (5.40)

Here, the coherence γ equals one, if both signals are equal or the relation between both can
be described by a completely linear system. In this case, any change of bandwidth, peak-
value, resonance frequency or static capacity adds a phase angle to the cross-spectral den-
sity between the ‘signals’ Zk and Z l and the coherence decreases. All measured impedance
curves within one CMUT array are compared against each other by calculating the coher-
ence γ2. The information is stored in a coherence matrix Γ. For N measurements, Γ becomes
a squared symmetric matrix of order N and the k-th row represents the results of the k-th
measured array element.

The element quality qel indicates, how well one array element fits into the CMUT array and
is defined as the geometric mean of the k-th row of the coherence matrix Γ:

qel,k =

(
N∏
l=1

Γ(k,l)

)1/N

. (5.41)

The conformity of the whole CMUT array can be distinguished by comparing all measured
array elements against each other, which is defined by the geometric mean of all elements
in the coherence matrix Γ. This quality is called local quality qlok. The use of the geomet-
ric mean leads to a very low local quality even if only one array element is for example
broken:

qlok =

(
N∏
k=1

N∏
l=1

Γ(k,l)

)1/N2

=

(
N∏
k=1

qel,k

)1/N

. (5.42)

A high local quality factor is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for a properly fabri-
cated CMUT chip. If for example all elements are shorted or the release process did not work,
all elements will show a very equal impedance curve. The result is a very high quality factor
even if no element is working. Therefore, the comparison against a reference impedance is
necessary. This impedance Zref (ω) can be predefined by simulation, by prior test results of
a working device or calculated from the wafer-level test results.
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To compare the impedance of the array to the impedance reference Zref (ω), the mean
impedance Zm(ω) of the array is calculated:

Zm(ω) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Z i(ω). (5.43)

The global quality is the coherence between the mean impedance of the chip and the refer-
ence impedance:

qglob = γ(Zm, Zref ). (5.44)

From both information, the local and global quality, the resulting quality qres is the final
indicator for the proper operation of the CMUT array:

qres = qglob · qlok. (5.45)

b) Lumped-Element Analysis as Quality Criterion

Another possibility to analyze the measured impedance of the CMUT elements is the use
of lumped-element representations such as the Butterworth-van-Dyke equivalent circuit or
the analytic model presented in section 5.1. Then an investigation of the resulting lumped
parameters for any CMUT array element can be an indicator for the quality the CMUT.
Therefore, not only deviations of a design from a reference can be detected but the full
characteristics of the CMUT can be analyzed. Thus, the lumped-element analysis should be
the preferred approach.

However, the implementation of this method on real data turns out to be difficult. For calcu-
lating the lumped parameters, an impedance curve has to be fitted to measured data. There-
fore, the fit algorithm has to be very reliable and converge even on impedance data of a very
small frequency range with low resolution. A second factor is, that the different boundary
conditions within one CMUT array element create different types of CMUTs within one ele-
ment, which superimpose in the measured impedance curve. Figure 5.14 shows the measured
impedance on wafer level and a model fit (presented analytical impedance model). The devi-
ation of the measured impedance curve from an ellipsoid is based on the different boundary
conditions for the CMUT cells within the array element. This also creates a set of different
solutions (local minimum error) for the used least-square algorithm.
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Figure 5.14: Measured and fitted impedance curves on wafer level for one array element

5.3.3 Results of Quality Analysis

Table 5.4 shows the measurement results for three chips of the same design from one wafer
with different quality levels.

In chip one, all impedance curves nearly perfect match each other, which indicates, that this
chip is very uniform. However, the fit of the model is not ideal, due to the different boundary
conditions of the CMUTs within the array element.

For chip two, still all curves show working CMUT array elements. A small drift in the res-
onance frequency appears, but the peak amplitude of the impedance does not change. This
chip is also considered as high quality. The small frequency drift does not matter in immer-
sion. Still, the quality of chip two is slightly smaller than chip one.

Chip three contains some properly working CMUT array elements. However, some elements
show a strange impedance curve with magnitudes 100 times higher than expected. For some
measurements, it seems like, a parasitic insulating layer between bond pad and needle is
breaking while running a sweep, because the impedance drops to the expected level. How-
ever, from this measurement results, this chip has to be marked as not useable, even if only a
few elements behave irregular.

a) Coherence Criterion as Quality Factor

The quality indicator based on the coherence criterion was calculated for all three chips in
table 5.4. As global impedance reference, the average impedance of another chip of high
quality within the same design was used. Chip one shows the highest quality level, as the
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curves match each other and the used reference impedance as well. Due to the drift, the
quality of chip two decreases slightly. The resulting quality value is bigger than 95%.

For chip three, only a few impedance curves differ from all other curves. However, these
curves have great impact on the quality factor and the resulting quality drops below 80%. A
more detailed analysis of chip three is shown in figure 5.15. From the coherence matrix Γ it
can be seen easily, that eleven measured array elements show an abnormal impedance curve
and lead to an element quality factor qel of less than 70% for those elements. In figure 5.15,
all measured curves with an element quality smaller than 90% are drawn in black. All pecu-
liar curves have been identified by the algorithm.

Table 5.4: Quality factors for different chips (same design and wafer) and corresponding
impedance curves (41 per chip). Black: Measured curves, gray: corresponding fit
of the analytical impedance model.

Chip Chip 1 Chip 2 Chip 3

Quality qlok qglob qres qlok qglob qres qlok qglob qres

parameters 0.996 0.999 0.995 0.987 0.974 0.962 0.902 0.869 0.784
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Figure 5.15: Coherence matrix Γ of chip three, quality factor of the array elements and cor-
responding impedance curves.

The result of the quality assessment based on the coherence criterion are shown in figure 5.16.
The center of the wafer shows the best quality in terms of quality of the CMUT chips. At
the borders, the quality decreases. Within the wafer, nine different CMUT designs were fab-
ricated. The specifications of the designs are listed in table B.7 in the appendix.
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Figure 5.16: Deviation of resulting quality factor qres for one wafer. 93.8% of the chips show
a resulting quality factor of qres > 0.85
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b) Lumped-Element Analysis as Quality Criterion

The lumped-element analysis has been performed using the Butterworth-van-Dyke equiv-
alent circuit model and the analytical impedance model based on the spring-mass-damper
system. However, both approaches deliver slightly different results depending on the initial
conditions set to the fit algorithm. Not only the individual results for each impedance curve,
but also the probability distribution changes by using another starting point for the fit. This
fact has been verified using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the extracted lumped parameters.
However, a clear statement on the quality of the chips based on the lumped element analysis
is not possible.

Table 5.5: Mean value and standard deviation of fitted lumped-circuit parameters for the
CMUT chips shown in table 5.4

Mass-Spring-Damper Model
C0 [1 pF] Ca [1 pF] D [-] f0 [1MHz]

Chip 1 17.58± 0.21 1.75± 0.09 0.015± 0.0004 8.47± 0.011
Chip 2 16.97± 0.31 1.73± 0.18 0.012± 0.0012 8.77± 0.065
Chip 3 Fit does not converge

Butterworth-van-Dyke Model
Cp [1 pF] Cs [1 pF] R [1Ω] L [1µH]

Chip 1 17.74± 0.60 1.04± 0.07 274± 21 325± 23
Chip 2 17.71± 0.65 1.19± 0.10 235± 21 283± 24
Chip 3 Fit does not converge

5.3.4 Conclusions

The acoustic characteristics of CMUTs can be extracted from their electrical impedance.
This incorporates the advantage of measuring on wafer-level before packaging and with less
measurement efforts. Two different methods to judge the quality of a fabricated CMUT have
been studied based on the electrical impedance.

The first approach is based on an analytical electromechanical model, which directly accesses
acoustic parameters of a CMUT design. However, no sustainable quality-parameter could be
extracted from the analysis results.
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To compare the measured impedance of different CMUTs, a novel efficient method is devel-
oped. Based on a coherence criterion, a quality factor is assigned to each measured CMUT
array. The procedure is optimized for high measurement throughput as thousands of CMUT
array elements per wafer need to be tested. It is suitable for an automated acoustic end-of-line
check and quality assurance for CMUT.
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IN this chapter, possible approaches to improve the performance of CMUT and promising
applications are discussed. This inherits improvement of the send sound pressure, a mea-

surement setup for acoustic characterization on wafer level and a multifrequency transducer
suitable for acoustic spectroscopy.

6.1 Mechanically Interconnected CMUTs for
Improved Send- and Receive Sensitivity

Within a collaboration of Fraunhofer IPMS and BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg, the idea of me-
chanically interconnected CMUTs (MICMUT) was initiated. [Kle+15b].

One weakness of current CMUT arrays is their low fill factor and thereby its small active
aperture. For a circular CMUT cell, the average displacement within its cell diameter is
about one third of the center displacement [WKK08]. In addition, at the border walls between
the cells, no acoustic radiation is achieved. By interconnecting all CMUT cells within one
array element by a radiating plate, the full area can be used for radiating and sensing sound
(figure 6.1). Then, the full center displacement of the CMUT cells underneath is available for
transmitting sound. This leads to a decisive increase of the send- and receive performance of
CMUT transducers.
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Figure 6.1: CMUT configuration a) without and b) with radiating plate (MICMUT)

Aside from the higher fill factor, there are two more advantages of a MICMUT against using
a conventional CMUT. As the individual cells1 are now electromechanical actuators, the plate
diameter and the corresponding radiating area can be designed independent. Due to this fact,
one more degree of freedom for design optimization is achieved.

Further advantages are:
• Ideal array geometries are achievable (see figure 6.2)
• Uniform characteristic all over the radiating surface, even if the individual actuators

differ slightly from each other due to fabrication tolerances
• Use of the dynamic response (eigenmodes) of the radiating plate offers a further in-

crease of the radiated sound pressure.

Figure 6.2: Annular array with rectangular CMUT and possible configuration as MICMUT
transducer

1The term CMUT is not exact anymore for the cell connected to the radiating plate, as it is not a ultrasonic
transducer itself anymore.
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6.2 Improved Waver Level Acoustic Test

As CMUTs are fabricated on wafer level, an efficient test procedure in the production chain
as early as possible is favored. In section 5.3, a test procedure for quality assessment based
on the electrical impedance has been described. However, the sound pressure as central test
parameter is not accessed. Vibrometry measurements (of CMUTs) on wafer level in air are
state of the art [Plo06] for investigating the surface velocity, but no method to analyze the
sound pressure with an appropriate acoustic load (immersion) is available yet.

Therefore, an acoustic tip can be used as shown in figure 6.3 [KU15]. The tip consists of
four main parts: a contact head, an acoustic transmission medium, an acoustic backing and
an acoustically hard housing.

Depending on the desired test procedure, another sound transmitter might be integrated into
the tip (figure 6.3 a). If the CMUT acts as sound source, it emits an acoustic wave into the
acoustic tip. The sound wave propagates through the contact head into the acoustic trans-
mission medium and is sensed by the sound transmitter. From this signal, it is possible to
calculate the send sensitivity of the CMUT.

For the investigation of the receive sensitivity, a sound signal has to be measured by the
CMUT. This signal is generated by the sound transmitter, propagates through the tip and
impacts the CMUT. From the receive signal, the receive sensitivity of the CMUT can be
calculated. If only the combined send- and receive sensitivity (two-way insertion loss) is of
interest, a simpler pulse-echo setup (figure 6.3 b) is sufficient.
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Figure 6.3: Acoustic tip for wafer level testing of sound sources or receivers (a) and trans-
mitters (b).

However, for both types of the acoustic tip, a calibration is necessary to determine the
frequency-dependent acoustic transfer function from the contact head to the sound trans-
mitter or reflector. Therefore, the test has to be done using a reference transducer of known
sensitivity. The transfer function can be estimated by using the model of Kundt’s tube with
lossy transfer medium.

The materials used for the transfer medium and the contact head depend on the desired test
scenario. For airborne transducers, both parts are not necessary. In case of transducers used
for medical applications, ultrasound-coupling pads as coupling element and water or silicone
are possible transfer mediums. Even a stack of materials as used in a tissue phantom are
suitable. In nondestructive testing of rigid materials, the transfer medium can be aluminum
or steel. As contact pad, a thin silicon layer can be used similar to the coupling and matching
layers used.

6.3 CMUT and Piezo Transducer Combination

CMUTs are plate transducers and therefore have a low impedance in comparison to piezo-
electric bulk transducers. Thus, CMUTs offer a higher receive sensitivity, but are not able to
generate a very high sound pressure. To overcome this limitation, CMUTs and piezoelectric
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transducers can be combined to a transmitter with both, high send and receive sensitivity.
Figure 6.4 shows two possible configurations. In both, CMUT and piezo transducers are
combined to one transducer element.

Figure 6.4: CMUT and PZT-based transducer integrated to one transducer element. In a),
the CMUT is mounted directly on top of the PZT-element, in b) the CMUT and
PZT-element are located next to each other

In figure 6.4a), the CMUT (array) is mounted directly on the piezoelectric element. When
the PZT-element is excited by a drive voltage, the full CMUT chip is actuated and forms the
radiating surface. As CMUT and piezo work in the same frequency range, the CMUT plate
will not forward the acoustic energy, but deflect in the opposite direction. Thus, a big fraction
of the energy emitted by the piezoelectric transducer will be reactive energy and not radiated
into space. To counteract this effect, the CMUT can be used in pulled-in mode while the
piezo is sending a signal and brought back into regular operation to receive the echo signal.
Another possibility is to counteract the movement of the plate by a certain electrical drive
signal, when the PCZ transducer is actuated.

Figure 6.4 b) shows an array consisting of piezoelectric and CMUT transducers. Again, the
PZT-elements are used for sending ultrasonic signals and the CMUT operates as receiver. De-
pending on the configuration, it can be beneficial to also use the CMUT element as additional
sound source. However, the CMUT design should be optimized for high receive sensitivity,
because the radiated sound pressure by the CMUT will not contribute remarkably to the total
sound pressure created by the piezoelectric element.
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6.4 CMUT Transducer Optimized for Acoustic
Spectroscopy

Acoustic (attenuation) spectroscopy is a method for analyzing the physical characteristics of
a medium by measuring its acoustic damping coefficient α. A promising application is the
analysis of machine oil using ultrasonic spectroscopy to detect, air-water emulsion, metal
swarf and to monitor the viscosity and mass density of the oil. This can be used for early
failure detection or oil quality surveillance.

Especially the scattering of the ultrasonic signal on particles depends mainly on the wave-
length λ of the ultrasonic signal [Far51]. If the damping coefficient α rises nonlinearly at
a certain frequency, this is an indication for the transition from Rayleigh- to Mie-scattering
(figure 6.5). This fact can be used to determine the size and amount of the corresponding
particles can be determined by a statistical analysis. For this, the damping coefficient α has
to be accessed over a wide frequency range to extract information about particles of various
sizes. In recent publications, a frequency range of 1...50MHz is used [WSC15]. For a proper
analysis of particles of less than 100µm size, even higher frequencies up to 100MHz are
necessary [Ric08].

Figure 6.5: Interaction of an ultrasonic signal with particles of different sizes dpart.

For measuring the frequency-dependent attenuation α(f), an ultrasonic signal is transmitted
into the medium to analyze and is received either by a second transducer (pitch-catch) or by
the same transducer (pulse echo). The amplitude loss between sent and received signal in-
dicates the frequency-dependent damping coefficient. For this, two types or transducers can
be used. One option is the use of multiband resonant transducers which have certain eigen-
frequencies with a high quality factor and allow to analyze a sample at different frequency
bins spread in a wide frequency range. The second possibility is the application of wideband
transducers (PZT composite or PVDF) with 100% to 150% fractional acoustic bandwidth
[Yon+07].
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The CMUT technology allows to design one transducer which involves multiple CMUT de-
signs operating at different center frequencies. The arrangement is comparable to the com-
position of rings in piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers as proposed in [HH15]. With this
ability, wide-band ultrasonic transducers with a bandwidth of more than 50MHz are pos-
sible. The arrangement as annular array with one CMUT design per ring ensures the focus
axial in front of the transducer (figure 6.6) for every frequency.

Figure 6.6: Annular array with six array elements. The diameter Di of each element is
adopted in a way, that every element shows the same active area.

Table 6.1 provides a rough estimation of a suitable design for an array with 10 array elements.
Every ring has the same active area size. The center element contains the CMUT design
with the highest center frequency fm. The increase the aperture of the high frequency rings
may be beneficial for materials with high acoustic damping. This compensates the increased
acoustic absorption with rising frequency. For an estimation of a CMUT cell size, a diameter
of 100µm is assumed and all further designs are scaled accordingly da ∼

√
1/fm. However,

for the CMUT cell design, also the mechanical impedance and pull-in voltage of the CMUT
design has to be taken into account and requires a more detailed analysis.

In conclusion, the generation of a multi-frequency ultrasonic transducers based on CMUT is
challenging in both, simulation and fabrication. However, CMUT elements with a diameter
from 10µm to 50µm have been successfully fabricated within the same wafer at Fraunhofer
IPMS. The combination of a CMOS drive/receive circuit offers to send and receive in the
full frequency band from 1MHz to 100MHz. This would improve present transducers used
for acoustic spectroscopy and would open new applications for this technology.
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Table 6.1: Exemplary transducer design for a multi-frequency annular array operating from
1.7MHz to 120MHz with 15 array elements of equivalent active area

i D [mm] da [µm] fm [MHz] f01 [MHz] f02 [MHz]

1 3.16 13.4 111.0 55.5 166.5
2 4.47 16.8 71.1 35.5 106.6
3 5.48 21.0 45.5 22.7 68.2
4 6.32 26.2 29.1 14.6 43.7
5 7.07 32.8 18.6 9.3 27.9
6 7.75 41.0 11.9 6.0 17.9
7 8.37 51.2 7.6 3.8 11.4
8 8.94 64.0 4.9 2.4 7.3
9 9.49 80.0 3.1 1.6 4.7
10 10.00 100.0 2.0 1.0 3.0

i - Number of array element D - Outer diameter the of array element
da - CMUT cell diameter, da ∼

√
1/fm fm - Center frequency of CMUTs

f01 - Lower −6 dB cut-off-frequency f02 - Upper −6 dB cut-off-frequency
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7.1 Summary of Results

CMUTs are promising to overcome drawbacks of current ultrasonic transducers as they of-
fer, for example, a high receive sensitivity and the monolithical integration with CMOS inte-
grated circuits, CMUTs are lead-free and can be fabricated cost-efficiently even in large array
structures. However, deficits in the simulation, characterization and test of the acoustic char-
acteristics of CMUT have been identified as weak points in the current product development
process.

In this work, novel solutions for the acoustic simulation, design optimization, electro-acoustic
characterization and end-of-line test of CMUTs have been achieved. Additionally, approaches
for improving the performance of CMUTs using mechanically interconnected cells or com-
binations with piezo-based transducers are introduced. A special CMUT transducer design is
developed optimized for acoustic spectroscopy and a novel wafer-level acoustic test-device
are proposed.
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7.1.1 Acoustic Simulation and Design Optimization

Chapter 3 shows a novel CMUT simulation model usable for design optimization of CMUT
cells. It comprises the static and dynamic characteristics of CMUT cells and takes even
fabrication effects such as (tensile in-plane) stress or the clamping stiffness of the CMUT
flexure plate into account. Methodologies are derived to extract these parameters from de-
flection measurements and implement them into the hybrid simulation model or educe them
for further analysis. The used structure-fluid coupling algorithm of the model accelerates
simulation time in comparison to existing solutions.

An evolutionary optimization algorithm is proven to be appropriate for finding a CMUT
design based on application-close specifications. In an exemplary optimization run, a CMUT
cell design for acoustical imaging in tissue is generated.

7.1.2 Acoustic Characterization

Acoustic measurement procedures were presented to characterize CMUT transducers. A
pitch-catch setup based on a reflector with an integrated hydrophone has been developed,
which is capable of accurately measuring the send- and receive sensitivity of a CMUT cell
design. Based on a drive signal with rectangular pulse shape, the send- and receive sensi-
tivity have been measured as function of both, the frequency and the drive voltage. It has
been demonstrated, that a high DC voltage and an additional AC pulse with the same po-
larization creates the highest sound pressure amplitude. In receive operation, the sensitivity
of a CMUT and a hydrophone are comparable. With increasing DC bias voltage, the center
frequency of the CMUT decreases, whereas the bandwidth did not change remarkably for
the used design.

To reduce the expense for the acoustic characterization, electrical impedance measurements
have been used. For extracting mechanical and acoustic parameters out of the resulting
impedance curve, a novel nonlinear analytic model was developed. This approach advances
the linear Butterworth-van-Dyke equivalent circuit representation, as it allows a real phys-
ical representation of the CMUT cell. The performance evaluation of different CMUT de-
signs based on the gain-bandwidth product showed, that the efficiency of a CMUT (in air)
increases with decreasing plate thickness.
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7.1.3 End-of-Line Quality Assurance

In a mass production environment, the end-of-line quality assurance is necessary to evaluate
CMUTs prior delivery and to monitor the fabrication process. An impedance measurement
procedure was presented to access the characteristics of CMUTs on wafer level. However,
the extraction of lumped parameters from the measured impedance curve did not result in
a reliable quality indicator. Therefore, a novel methodology based on a coherence criterion
was derived. It allows to access the quality of single array elements, single sensor chips and
full wafers of MEMS device arrays.

7.2 Outlook

Based on the result of this work, solutions for critical steps in the current production process
of CMUTs are achieved. However, the implementation of the presented methodologies and
models in a generic product development process chain is still an issue. The results of this
work may, also be used to further improve the design, fabrication and test of CMUTs.

The hybrid simulation model developed in this work is evaluated for the acoustic character-
ization and optimization of individual CMUT cells. The model is capable to be expanded to
multiple cells operating in parallel and to include the corresponding sound field simulation.
However, the efficiency and low computing time has to be preserved for running optimiza-
tion loops in an acceptable time. Therefore, also a multistage optimization can be used by
first calculating only the cell design and to find the best configuration of multiple cells in an
array in a second step.

The analysis of the send- and receive characteristics of CMUTs indicates a very low send
sensitivity, whereas the receive sensitivity is comparable to that one of a hydrophone. To en-
hance both, the send- and receive sensitivity, the use of mechanically interconnected cells is a
promising approach. For that, the hybrid simulation model can be adopted by implementing
a second plate coupled to the original CMUT cell. Another possibility is the combination of
a piezoelectric transducer and a CMUT transducer element.

Similar to the presented wafer-level impedance test, the measurement of the sound pressure
is possible on wafer level using an acoustic tip as shown in section 6.2. Then, the methodolo-
gies shown in sections 4.4 and 4.5 can be transferred to this novel characterization device.
This overcomes limitations of current CMUT acoustic characterization setups in terms of
usability, reproducibility and measurement speed. The combination of both, the electrical
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impedance check and the acoustic wafer level test offers a full characterization and not only
a quality indication.

The wafer level quality test itself can be extended by including process parameters and ex-
tract statistical parameters from the impedance curve. Based on signal processing techniques
such as neuronal networks, a process monitoring can be implemented and process drifts iden-
tified in a very early stage. Also, the information of, for example, the resonance frequency
distribution over one wafer can be an indication for the quality of the individual fabrication
processes.

CMUTs offer a high acoustic bandwidth and the ability to build multifrequency transducers.
This makes CMUTs a promising candidate for acoustic spectroscopy. However, this would
require drive- and receive-electronics that can operate in the full desired frequency range (up
to 50...100MHz).
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Appendix A:

CMUT Simulation

Table A.1: Material constants used for simulation

MATERIAL PARAMETER VALUE

TiAl Young’s modulus E = 112GPa

Mass density � = 3700 kg/m3

Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.25
Al2O3 Young’s modulus E = 295GPa

Mass density � = 3000 kg/m3

Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.25
Relative permittivity εr = 9.3

SiO2 Relative permittivity εr = 4.0
H2O Mass density � = 1000 kg/m3

Speed of sound c = 1480m/s

Sound damping coefficient d = 0.002 dB/(MHz cm)

Air Mass density � = 1.2 kg/m3

Speed of sound c = 343m/s
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The following listing shows the Matlab implementation of the differential equation for the
hybrid CMUT simulation model as described in section 3.1.3

1 function [wdot,wddot,dp]=OdeFunction(dt,Ap,w,wdot,p,U,ForceFunction,

M,D,K,c,rho,fixedDOF)

2

3 % calculate force vector from surface pressure and applied voltage

4 % depending on recent plate deflection.

5 F=ForceFunction(U,w,p);

6

7 % solve equation of movement

8 BF= K*w+D*wdot;

9 wddot=diag(M).\(F-BF);

10 wddot(fixedDOF)=0;

11

12 % integration for Runge Kutta

13 wdot=wdot+wddot*dt;

14

15 % calculate change of surface sound pressure

16 dp=Ap.*rho*c.*wddot(1:3:end)*dt;

17 % sign changed due to coordinate system conventions

18 % wddot(1:3:end) -> only surface-normal component

19 end
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Figure A.1: Simulation result (screenshot of the impedance analysis algorithm) calculated
by the hybrid simulation model (see figure 5.3)
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Table A.2: Designs variants of CMUTs used for the comparison of resonance frequencies
between measurement and simulation for the hybrid CMUT model. (figure 3.20).

DESIGN CMUT MEASUREMENT SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Nr. Shape f0,air f0,air f0 UDC [V] w0 [nm]

1 50µm � 5.6 ± 0.1 4.8 7.5 40 30
1 40µm � 7.8 ± 0.1 7.7 11.7 40 17
1 30µm � 13.4 ± 0.3 13.5 20.7 40 9

2 50µm � 6.8 ± 0.2 6.8 10.1 40 13
2 40µm � 10.3 ± 0.2 10.4 15.6 40 8
2 30µm � 16.9 ± 0.7 18.0 27.4 40 5

3 50µm � 6.5 ± 0.1 5.7 8.8 10 20
3 40µm � 10.1 ± 0.4 9.11 13.7 20 15
3 30µm � 16.1 ± 0.6 15.9 24 40 10
3 20µm � 31.2 ± 0.6 34.6 52 40 4
3 20µm © 38.6 ± 0.6 42.8 63.8 40 4

Designs:
1: dout,Al2O3 = 100 nm, dcore,T iAl = 1µm, din,Al2O3 = 50 nm, dgap = 200 nm

2: dout,Al2O3 = 100 nm, dcore,T iAl = 1.5µm, din,Al2O3 = 50 nm, dgap = 200 nm

3: dout,Al2O3 = 50 nm, dcore,T iAl = 1.5µm, din,Al2O3 = 25 nm, dgap = 100 nm
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Table A.3: Parameter set for optimization of CMUT design performance section 3.4

DESIGN PARAMETER TO OPTIMIZE (GENES) RANGE

Plate dimension da 15µm - 40µm
Plate core thickness dcore,T iAl 0.2µm - 2.0µm
Gap height dg 20 nm - 300 nm

DESIGN PARAMETER (CONSTANT) VALUE

Plate shape - squared
Plate material - Al2O3 / TiAl / Al2O3

Al2O3 inside din,Al2O3 50 nm

Al2O3 outside dout,Al2O3 100 nm

Insulation layer dSiO2 200 nm

Tensile in-plane stress σT 250MPa

OPERATION CONDITIONS VALUE

Atmospheric pressure p0 103 kPa

Surrounding fluid - Water
Bias voltage UDC min{0.7 · UDC ;100V}
AC voltage pulse-Shape - Rectangular
AC voltage amplitude UAC min{0.6 · UDC ;30V}
AC voltage rise/fall time tr = tf 1 ns

AC voltage pulse width tPW 8 ns

Receive sound pressure pulse-shape - Gaussian
Receive sound pressure wave-shape - Plane wave
Receive sound pressure amplitude prec 100 kPa

Receive sound pressure pulse width tPW 20 ns

HARD FITNESS INDICATORS RANGE

Center frequency fm 5MHz-20MHz

Pull-in voltage UPI 40V - 500V
Send-Receive-Sensitivity Hsr

d2

df2 |Hs,r(fO1 ≤ f ≤ fO2)| ≤ 0

SOFT FITNESS INDICATORS VALUE

Send-Receive sensitivity FI1 min
{

|Ir(fO1)|
1

,
|Ir(fO2)|

4

}
CMUT cell area FI2 (da+2µm)−2

Total Fitness FI FI1 · FI2
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CMUT Device Characterization

B.1 Acoustic Measurements in Immersion

Table B.1: Setup components for acoustic measurements of packaged CMUTs (chapter 4)

FUNCTION MANUFACTURER, DEVICE SERIAL NUMBER

Oscilloscope LeCroy WaveRunner Zi66 LCRY3106N59433
DC Source Keithley K236 549848
DC Source Keithley K236 515837
Power Amplifier E&I 325LA 245
Receive Amplifier Cividec C11 C2HV0132
Signal Generator Agilent 33250A MY40030014
Translation Stage Physik Instrumente Type PI M-403.8DG
Hydrophone Preamplifier Precision Acoustics PA13058
Hydrophone DC Coupler Precision Acoustics DCPS358
Hydrophone Needle Precision Acoustics 0.50mm 2208

1Customized version with frequency range from 35 kHz to 2GHz.
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Table B.2: Characteristics of rectangular pulse shape used for CMUT transmit characteriza-
tion

SIGNAL GENERATOR POWER AMPLIFIER

Umax [mV] tPW [ns] tr [ns] tf [ns] Umax [V] tPW [ns] tr [ns] tf [ns]

203.0 28.3 12.8 18.9 -110.2 30.4 21.8 19.4
169.6 28.3 12.9 18.9 -94.9 30.4 21.5 19.0
140.0 28.2 12.8 18.7 -79.4 30.5 21.7 18.5
110.9 28.3 12.8 18.8 -63.4 30.5 21.3 18.1
82.0 28.2 12.8 18.8 -47.5 30.4 21.2 18.0
54.7 28.2 12.9 18.9 -31.7 30.4 21.3 17.9
27.7 28.2 12.8 18.6 -16.0 30.4 21.4 18.0
-32.5 28.4 12.7 18.7 16.7 32.4 21.9 21.6
-64.5 28.4 12.8 18.7 33.1 32.2 21.7 21.3
-97.9 28.5 12.8 18.4 49.8 32.2 21.9 21.3

-134.5 28.4 12.9 18.7 66.7 32.5 21.9 21.3
-172.9 28.5 12.9 18.6 83.2 32.6 22.0 21.7
-218.1 28.5 12.9 18.6 99.6 32.7 22.6 21.2
-285.5 28.5 12.9 18.7 115.8 33.1 22.8 21.2
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Figure B.1: Hydrophone sensitivity UHyd(f) according to calibration sheet (marks), calibra-
tion uncertainty (2σ) and cubic interpolation (line).
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Table B.3: CMUT design parameters for static deflection simulation (section a))

DESIGN PARAMETER DESIGN #1 DESIGN #2

Plate dimension da 40µm 40µm
Plate shape - squared squared
Al2O3 inside din,Al2O3 50 nm 50 nm

TiAl plate dcore,T iAl 0.5µm 1.5µm
Al2O3 outside dout,Al2O3 100 nm 100 nm

Gap height dg - 200 nm

Insulation layer dSiO2 - 200 nm

Atmospheric pressure p0 103 kPa 103 kPa

Table B.4: CMUT Design for experimental acoustic characterization (see chapter 4)

DESIGN PARAMETER DESIGN

Plate dimension da 30µm
Plate shape - squared
Al2O3 inside din,Al2O3 50 nm

TiAl plate dcore,T iAl 1.5µm
Al2O3 outside dout,Al2O3 100 nm

Gap height dg 200 nm

Insulation layer dSiO2 200 nm
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B.2 Impedance Measurements on CMUT

Table B.5: Components of setup for impedance measurement of packaged CMUTs

FUNCTION DEVICE SERIAL NUMBER

Impedance Analyzer Wayne Kerr 65120B 1497790
DC Source Keithley 2400 4015500
Bias Tee Self-built [Agi09, Figure 5-46]

Figure B.2: Bias tee for impedance measurements as shown in [Agi09, Figure 5-46]

Table B.6: CMUT design for analysis of the analytical impedance model (see section 5.2)

DESIGN PARAMETER DESIGN #1 DESIGN #2 DESIGN #3

Plate dimension da 40µm 50µm 40µm
Plate shape - squared squared squared
Al2O3 inside din,Al2O3 50 nm 50 nm 50 nm

TiAl plate dcore,T iAl 1.5µm 1.5µm 2.0µm
Al2O3 outside dout,Al2O3 100 nm 100 nm 100 nm

Gap height dg 200 nm 200 nm 200 nm

Insulation layer dSiO2 200 nm 200 nm 200 nm
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Table B.7: Design parameters of a wafer as used in section 5.3.3
Thickness: TiAl platedcore,T iAl 1µm

Al2O3 inside din,Al2O3 50 nm

Al2O3 outside dout,Al2O3 100 nm

Design
Geometry Diameter

Resonance Pull-in
variant frequency voltage

#1 square 50µm 5.6MHz 35V

#2 circular 50µm 6.4MHz 40V

#3 square 40µm 7.8MHz 56V

#4 circular 40µm 8.9MHz 57V

#5 square 30µm 13.2MHz 91V

#6 circular 30µm 15.1MHz 99V

#7 square 40µm 7.8MHz 55V

#8 square 40µm 7.9MHz 54V

#9 square 40µm 7.9MHz 54V
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rsUltrasonic transducers are used in many fi elds of daily life, e.g. as parking aids 

or medical devices. To enable their usage also for mass applications small and 
low-cost transducers with high performance are required. Capacitive, micro-
machined ultrasonic transducers (CMUT) offer the potential, for instance, to 
integrate compact ultrasonic sensor systems into mobile phones or as disposable 
transducer for diverse medical applications.

This work is aimed at providing fundamentals for the future commercialization of 
CMUTs. It introduces novel methods for the acoustic simulation and characteriza-
tion of CMUTs, which are still critical steps in the product development process. 
They allow an easy CMUT cell design for given application requirements. Based 
on a novel electromechanical model for CMUT elements, the device properties 
can be determined by impedance measurement already. Finally, an end-of-line 
test based on the electrical impedance of CMUTs demonstrates their potential 
for effi cient mass production.
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